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The 2009 BC Land Summit promises to be an exciting interdisciplinary conference
organized by six professional organizations, all of whom share ties to land use
in British Columbia and have combined their 2009 annual conferences into this
joint venture. The preliminary program is now available, and includes an
extensive, diverse range of keynote speakers, workshops, sessions, mobile
workshop tours, social activities and more. Early registration is now on. The early
registration deadline is March 16th, 2009, and is fast approaching so be sure to
register today and save! www.bclandsummit.com
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: Four prominent and diverse keynote speakers will lead off and
close each of the two main days of programming. The 2009 BC Land Summit is pleased to
present the following exciting, diverse keynote speakers:
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
Leading global environmental
activist and lawyer.

Thomas Berger
Lawyer and former British Columbia
Supreme Court Justice.

Sherry Kafka-Wagner
Urban design and public place
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Curator, botany and earth history,
Royal B.C. Museum.
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EDITORIAL
Slow Learners
In the period between 1920 and 1933, the manufacture, transportation,
sale, and possession of alcoholic beverages was prohibited in the United States.
Looking back on the pages of history, it appears that the prohibition had little affect on the imbibing habits of that country’s population, except, perhaps,
to quicken the thirst of the many who enjoyed the sweet euphoria awakened
by the consumption of distilled liquor. Many Americans who lived near the
northern border of the United States made regular trips into Canada to obtain
their alcohol, thereby fattening the coffers of business on the southern edge of
Canada. In fact, some of Canada’s major corporations sprang from the sale of
alcohol to thirsty Americans. Many Americans ran into trouble with American
officials, while trying to smuggle alcohol back into the United States. According to songs, moving pictures, and literature of that period lives were lost in
shoot-outs with authorities. Meanwhile, in the hardwood covered hills of northeastern and southern United States, “hill-billys” established their own illegal
private stills and, in “fast cars,” delivered their “moonshine” product to secret
buyers. Fortunes were made, lives were lost. Eventually, America gave up,
legalized the production and sale of alcoholic beverages, and cashed in on the
revenue.
Now, in the United States and also in Canada, and other countries of the
world, another demon is occupying the attention of law-makers and ordinary
citizens alike. So-called “street drugs” are finding their way into school-rooms,
even down to the pre-teen level. On city streets on the west coast of Canada,
and other cities throughout the country, gunfights have become almost a common occurrence. Territorial wars are putting at risk the lives of innocent citizens. Welcome to the nineteenth century.
We are, indeed, slow learners.
If we legalized and controlled the production and sale of street drugs, the
pusher would be out of business. We could, as with the legalization of alcohol,
put the realized revenue to better use.
Don Malcolm, Comox BC, March 2009

Notable Quotable
“The root of the problem is that our ecological overshoot is changing much faster than our thinking about it. By various measures, we are in
overshoot, meaning we are already consuming more resources than the
Earth can sustain by any reasonable measure. The further we progress into
overshoot, the more divorced our “solutions” to the ecological crisis become.
Ever since the 1970s, we have been advocating for “alternative energy” and
more efficiency. Let us extrapolate this trend into the future. Suppose current trends continue (which is likely), and the consumer society goes through
various economic convulsions, but remains essentially intact. Meanwhile,
starvation across the world continues to grow. Are we going to continue
to advocate plug-in hybrid cars and other expensive technologies as the
“solution” to the environmental crises when two billion people are severely
malnourished? When there are three billion? Four? At what point do we recognize that expensive technologies meant to maintain a “sustainable” consumer society among the world’s wealthiest people are utterly divorced from
any reasonable moral coherence?”
— Silent Armageddon? Alexis Zeigler, www.culturechange.org
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Around The World
Carbon Emergency
Compiled by Staff

Climate News Worsens
Leading climate experts sounded
a major alarm in March at the International Scientific Congress on Climate
Change, hosted by the University of
Copenhagen. The 2000 researchers and experts met to exchange the
latest scientific data on various climate markers. Their work will then
be handed to policy makers at the
United Nations Climate Conference
being held in Copenhagen at the end
of the year to negotiate a successor to
the now stale-dated Kyoto Treaty on
carbon emissions.
The scientists said that a temperature rise of two degrees by the end
of the century is now inevitable, with
major impacts for global forests, food
supply, fresh water, and ecosystems.
The Northwest Passage is expected
to be ice-free within a few years,
possibly 2013. Three quarters of the
Amazon rainforest, once prized as the
lungs of the planet, could be lost. The
oceans are already losing their capacity to store carbon and are turning
more acidic, affecting shell thickness.
A sea level rise of one metre, and perhaps more, is to be expected before
2100, given the state of the world’s
ice caps, which was omitted from the
predictions in the last report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) due to uncertainty or
inherent conservatism.
Of even greater concern are feedback systems such as the release of
carbon stored as methane in peat bogs
and permafraost. Some Canadian scientists say the great Canadian boreal
Watershed Sentinel

forest now is losing more carbon dioxide than it is storing.
—The Guardian, March 10;
Christian Science Monitor, March 10;
Vancouver Sun, March 11, 2009

California Drought
A state of emergency in California has cut state and federal water
supplies to farmers down to 15% of
demand, starting March 1. Three
years of below-average rain and snowfall have forced farmers to fallow their
fields, and put thousands of agriculA temperature rise of
two degrees by the end
of the century is now
inevitable
tural workers out of work. Fruit and
vegetable production will be slashed,
and prices will rise. Most cities will
consider mandatory water rationing
—AP, February 20; CBS News,
February 28, 2009

LEDs to Replace CFLs
The decision between conventional and energy-saving bulbs
may be replaced with a cheaper and
brighter choice – light-emitting diode
(LED) bulbs. Despite being smaller
than a penny, they are 12 times more
efficient than conventional tungsten
bulbs and 3 times more efficient than
fluorescent low-energy bulbs. It is
reckoned the bulbs, funded by the UK
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council, could slash household lighting bills by three-quarters.
As well as lasting 100,000 hours, the
LED bulbs do not contain mercury.
—Daily Mail, January 29, 2009
3

EU Bans Pesticides
In January, the European parliament voted by a sweeping majority
to ban 22 pesticides – a decision that
critics say will have dire consequences. The farming lobby warned that the
restrictions would wipe out harvests
of winter vegetables and push up food
prices. In response, the Soil Association ridiculed arguments that the pesticides were needed to maintain crop
yields. If turned into law, the tighter
rules would be phased in from next
year with the aim of halving toxic substances on plants by 2013. Labour and
the Conservatives, who voted against
the bans, are both calling for an impact assessment before the measures
become law.
—The Guardian, January 28, 2009

Night Light Confirmed
as Cancer Risk
Nations that emit the most light at
night tend to have the highest prostate
cancer rates, according to an international study which analyzed satellite
measurements of nighttime light and
cancer rates in 164 countries.
The hormone melatonin, which
regulates the body’s natural rhythm,
is thought to play a role. When people
are exposed to light at night it interferes with melatonin uptake and causes melatonin levels to fall. Laboratory
studies show that human breast and
prostate cancer cells grow more slowly when exposed to melatonin in petri
dishes, and human breast and prostate
tumors implanted in rats grow faster
when the animals’ melatonin is suppressed by light exposure.
—Washington Post, February 17, 2009
March-April 2009
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The most important outcome of the May
12th BC provincial election will not be
which party forms the government, but
the results of BC’s second referendum on
changing to a proportional voting system.

by Guy Dauncey
The Citizens’ Assembly that recommended STV was
created by a unanimous vote of the BC Legislature in
2004.
2. After studying many possible ways of voting, the
members of the Citizens’ Assembly chose STV by a
95% margin.
3. STV is very simple: you put a “1” by your first choice
of candidate, and rank more candidates if you want to.
4. More women get elected under STV (50% more in
Australia), and people from minorities stand a much
better chance of being elected.
5. Voting does not require a computer, unless you want to
tally the votes faster.
6. Under STV, almost no votes are wasted. 90% of voters
will see one of their choices elected, compared to less
than 50% in the current system.
7. STV does not cause more minority governments. It
causes more coalition majority governments. This creates more respect, since parties need the support of
other parties to form a government.
8. In most ridings, voters will elect MLAs from different
parties, giving them a choice of who they can turn to.
9. STV will encourage less negative campaigning, because parties may need to cooperate to form a government.
10. STV does not encourage the election of fringe candidates. Each candidate will need around 20,000 votes
out of 100,000 to be elected – and if they have that
much support they deserve to be elected.
1.

Compiled by Delores Broten
A very similar referendum question, in 2005, was very
narrowly defeated, with “yes” coming in at 57.69% of the
total valid votes cast instead of the required 60%. The rules
also required at least 48 of 79 electoral districts to approve
the change by more than 50%, and in 2005, 77 out of the 78
ridings did so. The results were so close to passing that Premier Gordon Campbell decided that BC’s Single Transferable Vote (STV) should have a second chance, in the 2009
election.
For 2009 the two thresholds are:
• At least 60% of the total votes province-wide, and
• more than 50% of the votes in at least 51 of the
province’s 85 electoral districts.
In order to help British Columbians better understand
electoral reform, Elections BC has distributed $500,000
each to two groups: British Columbians for BC-STV (stv.
ca/), which supports electoral reform, and No STV (www.
nostv.org). No STV is lead by Bill Tieleman and David
Schreck, NDP strategists under Glen Clarke, but the organization notably includes former Green Party member and
environmentalist Andrea Reimer. Fair Vote BC is part of
the non-profit Fair Vote Canada which has been working for
proportional representation for years.
Opponents of STV argue that it won’t work, won’t help
with representativeness, hardly anyone in the world uses it
and BC should at some time in the future look for a different system. Proponents argue that the current “First Past
the Post” system is so unrepresentative that it often delivers
governments with no real majority of voters, and that no
system is perfect but this one was designed specifically for
BC by the Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform to meet
BC conditions and to minimize the power of the political
parties.
Watershed Sentinel

Reasons Why STV Makes Sense

Why change?

We currently use a “first-past-the post” system where only
the candidate representing the largest block of voters wins. Candidates from one party can sweep a whole region even if a majority of voters choose other parties. Smaller parties and independents are shut out entirely. Parties often win 60% of the seats with
40% of the votes. At best only half of voters get representation
and because parties run head to head for each seat, elections
are often negative and politics is centralized.
—British Columbians for BC-STV. www.stv.ca/
4
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Statement from the Citizens’ Assembly Alumni to the People of BC
Regardless of how we vote, British Columbians think
elections should be about fair results, greater choice, effective local representation and accountable government.
Voters want politics to express the diversity of our province, and yet at the same time be a means to bring together
the shared ideals of British Columbians.
The Citizens’ Assembly recommended BC-STV
(Single Transferable Vote) because it addresses the distortions of our current system – wrong winners, false
majorities and wasted votes. We chose BC-STV, over all
other systems, because it will best deliver on our shared
values and ideals.…
The Citizens’ Assembly Alumni believes wholeheartedly that STV is best for BC. Not just urban BC, or
rural BC, or left or right – BC-STV is best for all of BC.
British Columbians, you have a tremendous opportunity on May 12th to change politics for the better.
Make the most of that opportunity. In the coming
months please take the time to learn more about BC-STV
and the Citizens’ Assembly. Share what you learn with
your friends and family. This tremendous opportunity is
ours – if we speak with a united voice on May 12th and
vote for BC-STV.
—BC Citizens’ Assembly Alumni News Release,
January 20, 2009

Five years ago, the people of British Columbia entrusted its Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform with
one of the most important decisions ever given to a group
of ordinary people. We were asked to consider whether
BC was well served by our current first-past-the-post
electoral system, and if not, what would be best for BC.
We were 160 ordinary citizens, drawn randomly
from the voters list. We came from every part of BC, from
every walk of life, men and women, young and young at
heart. We spent 11 months working together. We learned
about electoral systems and BC’s electoral history, and
most importantly, we heard from the people of British
Columbia.
British Columbians inspired us. Our province is not
as polarized as our politics suggests – We are for the most
part reasonable, moderate people with an innate sense of
fairness.
British Columbians believe that it isn’t fair that a party can form government without having the most votes,
or that our province could be left without an official opposition – even if we voted for one. We don’t think it’s fair
that a party can govern as if it had majority support when
it doesn’t, or that a majority of votes do not elect anybody,
or that some regions may have no representation in government at all.

BC-STV

To Learn More

The proposed BC-STV is a form of the Single
Transferable Vote system. It is an electoral system
that is designed to produce a fairly proportional
result – that is, the number of seats a political
party wins will be close to its share of the overall
popular vote.
Under BC-STV, voters would elect between 2 and 7 MLAs per electoral district,
depending on the district size and population.
The number of MLAs would not change, but
there would be 20 geographically larger electoral districts. Voters would vote by ranking preferences for as many candidates as they wished to support (1, 2, 3, etc.). To be elected, a candidate
must reach a certain threshold (or quota) of votes …The counting process continues until all the seats in the district have been filled.
BC-STV is regarded as a system that:
• gives voters a lot of choices on the ballot at elections
• produces largely proportional results
• is more likely to produce minority or coalition governments
• maintains a link between multiple MLAs and voters in larger
constituencies.
—BC Government Referendum Information Office,
www.gov.bc.ca/referendum_info
Watershed Sentinel
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The government’s Referendum Information Office
www.gov.bc.ca/referendum_
info/ has a map of current
ridings and the new ridings
proposed under the STV.
www.bc-stv.ca is the new
site of the now-dissolved Citizens’ Assembly, where members mount advocacy for their
choice.
For a flash video animation on how votes would be counted
under STV see www.fairvote.
org/?page=2270
To dig deeper into the details of
counting and attributing votes, go to
Barrodale Computing Services STV
simulated vote: www.barrodale.com/
bcstv/
Facebook - BC STV
March-April 2009

LETTERS

Animal Made Methane

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves
the right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Thank you for encouraging me to write about being
vegan, and the impacts our food choices have on the planet
and all its sentient beings. I can’t help but notice that the
piece was edited.
You wrote: “Livestock production contributes to
climate change, with fossil fuel consumption being the
main factor. It is also a significant source of man-made
methane gas which is released by sheep, cattle, and goats.”
My intention was to offer evidence showing the impacts of
animal- produced methane on climate change. I wouldn’t
have used the word ‘man-made’ as it’s not gender neutral,
and besides I was referring to ‘animal-made’ gas, not
‘human-made.’
Thank you for producing such an incredible document, and for printing it on recycled newsprint. The world
would be a less informed place without the Watershed
Sentinel!
Janine Bandcroft, Victoria BC

Community Watersheds
I just read your article on Community Watersheds and
realized that this latest move by Premier Campbell could
make the situation worse if we can’t correct the situation
that is already seriously compromised.
Community Watersheds must come first – not commercial logging. We need Community Watershed Reserves
before Commercial Forest Reserves – if for no other reason
than to get the priorities straight.
Michael Jessen, Parksville BC

Wild for Rivers?

Reprints?

The Friends of Bute Inlet and other organizations will
rally in support of rivers at the Association of Vancouver
Island and Coastal Communities meeting in Nanaimo April
4th, 2:30 pm at the Convention Centre. We are gathering to
show appreciation for BC’s river ecosystems and request a
new comprehensive planning process for river development
projects. Help promote precautionary principles and send
a message to gathered officials! Details will be posted on
wwwButeInlet.net.

Thanks for your work. I think the climate change articles are really helpful. Also, do you ever allow your articles to be reprinted in local newspapers? Will Koop’s work
on watershed reserves in particular would be helpful.
Marilyn Burgoon, Winlaw BC

Recycling Old Copies
I think I’ll stay with the paper copy. I leave it lying
around on the couch and my kids pick it up, and when the
new one comes I take the old one to our magazine trade
area for someone else, so the word spreads.
Cordula Vogt, Saltspring Island BC

Editor’s Notes:
Articles from the Watershed Sentinel may be reprinted with credit given to the magazine, unless they are
marked copyright.
Much confusion ensued over the expiry dates on our
mailing labels last issue. We apologize, and hope we got
the data right this issue! Subscribers should not be concerned, because we do send notices (but not many!) when
their subscription needs renewal.

Toxic Cosmetics
Some years ago I was taking lessons of ballroom
dancing at Arthur Murray dance studio. One of the ladies
appearing around 60 years of age in good shape, celebrated her 80th birthday, as a surprise. A very good dancer,
had been dancing regularly for over 30 years. She told us
about being allergic to cosmetics in her younger years, and
shunned them. So at 80 years her skin was healthy and
smooth – maybe affected also by healthy diet and general
lifestyle.
In your Nov/Dec 2007 issue you write about toxic cosmetics. Is it sensible at all to use those?.
Vilmos Udvarhelyi, Montreal Que.
Watershed Sentinel

Help Wanted!
The Watershed Sentinel is looking for
an experienced ad representative. Small
honourarium and generous commission.
Contact editor@watershedsentinel.ca with
CV and references.
6
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Around BC
Fish Farm Legal Fight
Compiled by Staff

Fish Farm Critics Win
In February, a BC Supreme Court
judge ruled that the provincial government does not have the jurisdiction
to regulate fish farms because the federal government has jurisdiction over
oceans and should therefore be responsible for regulating fish farms. It
was also ruled that fish farms on provincial land (also called land-based or
closed containment fish farms) should
not be regulated by the province. The
decision is suspended for one year to
give Ottawa a chance to bring in new
legislation and shift licensing to the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
Petitioner and biologist Alexandria Morton said it is hard to say how
the ruling will unfold, as both levels
of government have been supporters
of open net fish farming.
—Times Colonist,
February 10, 2009

Electric Car Plans
BC Hydro is developing guidelines for the infrastructure required
for charging electric vehicles at
homes, businesses and on public
streets to ensure the province is prepared for the commercialization of
plug-in electric vehicles.
Major auto manufacturers have
announced plans to introduce electric
models in the coming year, and early
forecasts suggest anywhere from 10 to
60 per cent of new vehicles purchased
by 2025 will be electric vehicles.
The potential of electric cars to
reduce provincial greenhouse gas
Watershed Sentinel

emissions is significant because transportation accounts for 38 per cent of
provincial emissions.
—BC Hydro, March 2009

Haida Land Protected
The British Columbia government has established nine new conservancies and made two additions
to an existing conservancy on Haida
Gwaii, for a total of 111,054 hectares
of additional legal protection.
This follows several years of intensive planning and public processes

Both levels of
government have
been supporters of
open net fish farming
jointly hosted by BC and the Haida
Nation. The “conservancy” designations coincide with areas previously
designated as “protected areas” by the
Haida Nation.
“This goes a long way towards
reconciling BC’s land-use policies
with those of the Haida Nation,” said
Guujaaw, president of the Haida Nation. “Our people have long protected
these areas because of their natural,
cultural, and spiritual values.
—Ministry of Environment,
January 8, 2009

Band Buys Tree Farm
Hayes Forest Services is selling
Tree Farm License 10 to the Klahoose
First Nations. The purchase gives the
band cutting rights to thousands of
hectares of the Toba Valley on BC’s
coast. The 300-member band sued
7

the government and Hayes over a harvesting approval, on the grounds they
hadn’t been properly consulted. Over
the years, various companies have
sought access to the TFL through
traditional Klahoose territory, but an
agreement was never reached when
the Klahoose insisted on a say in the
forest management process.
—Times Colonist, March 6, 2009

Fish Crossings
A Forest Practices Board study of
1,110 road crossings over fish streams
in 19 watersheds around BC has
found that less than half of the crossings were likely to allow fish to pass
through without problems.
The board found that in habitat
classified as “important or critical,”
bridges, or similar crossings that don’t
disturb natural stream beds were used
for 72 percent of crossings, allowing
for successful passage of fish to upstream waters. However, in habitat
classified as “marginal,” bridges or
similar crossings were used only 12
percent of the time, and the rest of the
crossings consisted of pipe culverts or
other closed bottom structures, and
were unlikely to allow successful fish
passage. While government is repairing forestry roads, the highways, railways and other resource roads remain
a problem.
There are nearly 400,000 stream
crossings in BC, increasing every
year as more roads are developed
—Forest Practices Board,
January 21, 2009
Moving? Moved? We can’t deliver
if you don’t let us know!
Email orders@watershedsentinel.ca
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by Maggie Paquet
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and snow is deep.
irtually
Because they cannot
all of the
dig deep enough to
world’s
find food on the formountain
caribou
est floor, they sublive in British Colsist for six to eight
umbia, where their
months almost expopulations
have
clusively on arboreal
been declining for
lichens, which are
at least the last halfvery slow-growing
century. Initially, the
and “only found in
decline was attribuseful quantities in
uted to over-hunting;
A plan by any other name…
forests 125 or more
regulations
were
years old.”
changed and their
Another reason they are a separate ecotype is because
numbers rebounded. For at least the past 40 years, logging
of their movement patterns. They have two primary migrahas been the primary cause of their decline. In 1995, there
tions annually, moving from the high elevations to the valwere an estimated 2,500 mountain caribou; today’s estileys, and in winter, moving back up to subalpine forests to
mate is about 1,200 to 1,400.
feed almost exclusively on arboreal lichens. Additionally,
What is a mountain caribou? They are one of three
cows travel alone to remote areas to calve, most likely to
ecotypes of woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus cariminimize risk from predation. When these areas are disbou) found in BC, the other two being northern caribou and
turbed, the animals’ stress levels rise and can profoundly
boreal caribou. Their differentiation into ecotypes is based
affect reproduction success.
on characteristic behaviour and habitat use, rather than on
genetics. For the most part, they can also be geographicScience, Ethics (?), and All Kinds of Politics
ally differentiated with the northern ecotype inhabiting the
high plateaus in BC’s north (such as the Spatsizi), the borThere has been a long history of research, reports,
eal inhabiting the lowland plains of BC’s northeast, and the
stakeholder meetings, press releases – what-have-you – on
mountain ecotype inhabiting BC’s south-central and southmountain caribou in BC. Is it merely another example of the
eastern mountains, primarily the ranges from the southold “talk-and-log” exercise with which
ern Rockies west to the Monashees and
we’re all so familiar? You be the judge.
north into the Wells Gray and MacGregor
They subsist for six to eight
months almost exclusively on
In 1988, the Mountain Caribou in
mountains areas; they typically inhabit
arboreal lichens, which are very
Managed Forests (MCMF) program was
old-growth Interior “wet belt” forests.
slow-growing and “only found in
initiated in the Prince George area and,
Some non-contiguous populations also
useful quantities in forests 125
in 1990 was expanded to include the
inhabit the central Coast Ranges (eastern
or more years old.”
southeastern portion of the province with
Tweedsmuir area and near Smithers).
similar forestry-caribou habitat-related
The 1997 publication, Toward a Manissues and concerns. In 1994, the preliminary results of
agement Strategy for Mountain Caribou: Background ReMCMF activities were summarized in the report, Mountain
port, says: “This mountain ecotype…inhabits old-growth
Caribou in Managed Forests: Preliminary Recommendaforests of the wet Interior and exhibits different habitat use
tions for Managers. The recommendations were not implepatterns, seasonal migrations, predator-avoidance tactics,
mented.
and winter diet selections from those of the northern [and
In 1993, mountain caribou were on the province’s “blue
boreal] ecotype.”
list” (at risk/vulnerable) of species at risk, with a then-estiMountain caribou are a separate ecotype primarily bemated population of 2,520. As far back as 1984, the Comcause they behave differently than the northern and boreal
mittee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada conecotypes. Behaviour is critical because it is what enables
sidered most populations to be rare, and those in the Selan animal to use its habitat successfully. In the wet forests
kirks to be endangered. In 2000, BC’s Conservation Data
and mountainous terrain where they live, winters are long

Saving

Caribou
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SARCO Draft Mountain Caribou Recovery Strategy 2006

Centre put mountain caribou on the “red list” (threatened/
endangered/extirpated).
In the foreword to the 1997 background report, the
Wildlife Branch’s endangered species specialist wrote:
Conservation of mountain caribou has a
long history in BC, beginning at least 70 years
ago with efforts to control overharvest through
stricter hunting regulations. Even the importance of habitat in maintaining healthy caribou
populations was investigated more than 40 years
ago, and the role of predation was first explored
over 20 years ago. Recent conservation efforts
have focused on the effects of timber management on mountain caribou and their habitat...
Experience in other parts of Canada has shown
that large-scale timber extraction is not compatible with the persistence of woodland caribou
populations...Our global responsibility for the
persistence of mountain caribou is high, since
BC supports over 90 percent of the world population…
In 2002, the BC government’s Mountain Caribou Technical Advisory Committee (MCTAC) published A Strategy
for the Recovery of Mountain Caribou in British Columbia.
This report stated that mountain caribou had been “extirpated from 43% of their historic BC range,” and that at the
time of writing, there were an estimated 1900 animals in
13 local populations. The strategy was never implemented.
Meanwhile, between 1994 and 2002, the South Purcells
subpopulation went from 90 to 20 animals, a 78% decline.
In 2005, government announced another science team
and another set of management options. These were never
implemented.
So far, no one has seen any positive results over the past
decades of successive initiatives promising to protect and/
or restore mountain caribou populations. The latest activity
is called The Mountain Caribou Recovery Implementation
Plan. Government announced this plan in October 2007,
and said its goal was “to protect 95% of the high suitability
winter habitat within identified herd areas.”
Since the announcement, government has proceeded
with numerous scientific studies and meetings with industry groups, First Nations, and “stakeholders” (environmental groups, commercial backcountry recreation associations,
snowmobile, snow-cat and heli-ski clubs, etc.). Is this yet
another rationale for logging mountain caribou habitats, or
for selling commercial backcountry recreation tenures? Is it
a plan for killing predators or increasing hunting of moose,
deer, and elk? Or is it really a mountain caribou recovery plan? The short answer to all these questions is: Who
knows? But there are agencies and organizations “signing
off” on it and others roundly criticizing it.

This map is based on the mountain caribou habitat
protection recommendations of the BC government’s
mountain caribou science panel, as of June 2006.
Guarded Support or Vigorous Dissent, or Is That
a Tree Falling In The Forest?

ForestEthics, part of the coalition called the Mountain
Caribou Project (www.mountaincaribou.org), guardedly
supports the recovery plan. They contracted former Environment Canada scientist Dr. Lee Harding to review it.
When he published the report in early May 2008, Dr. Harding stated, “The principal difficulty of applying the latest
version of the recovery strategy is the constraints imposed
to protect commercial interests.”
On 21 May 2008, Harding was quoted by CBC:
Even though the BC government announced a
caribou recovery plan last October, the animals are
Continued on Page 10
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Caribou continued
facing extinction. We have had
three different recovery plans
… for these caribou in the last
20 years and there still has yet
to be any substantial action
to actually protect the[m]…
Government constraints on
habitat protection and upcoming agreements with recreation groups spell doom for the
remaining animals, because
the caribou are dependent on
the same old growth forests
favoured by loggers, and they
can’t survive disturbances that
come with snowmobilers and
heli-ski operators. I can imagine all of them going extinct in a
few decades, and more than half of the populations
going extinct very soon.
The Valhalla Wilderness Society (VWS, www.vws.
org) is adamant that this latest plan will do little to protect
mountain caribou and their habitats. They say the province’s claim that 95% of high suitability winter and early
winter habitats would be protected is impossible given the
terms cited in the plan (re the 1% cap of the THLB, etc.).
VWS has also objected to the lack of full and open public
participation in developing a recovery strategy.
The main points of contention between supporters of
the plan and its critics are these:
1. the requirement for a 1% cap on protecting habitat in
the timber harvest land base (THLB)
2. the requirement to protect local forest operations (for
both pulp and saw mills)
3. the requirement to NOT affect the Allowable Annual
Cut and 5-year logging operations plans
4. the government-stated policy of “no net loss” of
short term timber supply
5. all the problems associated with public and commercial winter recreation, and the inability of government to
achieve (and enforce) the needed closures
6. the predator control policies; placing the blame for
fewer mountain caribou on wolves and cougars particularly, but also on wolverines, bears, and coyotes
7. the recommended Progress Board to monitor results
and effect adaptive management is not yet in place.
Additionally, the many reports and comments from the
various government agencies, industry, and environmental
groups all indicate that even if this plan could bring the
number of mountain caribou back up to pre-1995 numbers,
it would require an enormous effort to produce the techWatershed Sentinel

nical and mapping requirements
needed, but the budget for all this
effort has not materialized.
The Wolf As Scapegoat
(For Bad Logging and Recreation Policies and Practices)

BC’s Species at Risk Coordination Office is responsible
for the recovery of mountain caribou. The following statement on
their website (www.env.gov.bc.ca/
sarco/mc/index.html) leads off
with this explanation:
The decline of this ecotype is proximally due to high
mortality linked to predation
and disturbance in the short-term. In the long-term,
mountain caribou are threatened by habitat fragmentation, alteration and loss of old growth forest…”
This looks like dissembling to me. While predation
on mountain caribou has likely increased in some populations, there is no doubt – scientific or otherwise – that in the
last third of the 20th century, the principal cause for their
decline is logging in their preferred habitats, coupled with
increased access and disturbance from winter recreation
activities. Not only has logging caused the loss of the principal winter food source for mountain caribou, the habitat
fragmentation and changes caused by logging have made
habitats attractive to other ungulate species, notably moose,
elk, and deer. The infrastructure that facilitates both logging and recreation not only fragments mountain caribou
habitat, it allows for easier access by predators. The predator-prey balance has been completely shattered.
The scientists agree. The 2002 MCTAC recovery strategy report (p. 17) states:
While numerous factors have been associated
with the historic decline in Mountain Caribou numbers, forestry has been recognized as the greatest
concern to caribou habitat management over the
past 20 years. Within the past 10 years the concern
has increased, since logging has moved into highelevation forest types…. The habitat requirements of
mountain caribou…are incompatible with most current forest management practices.
A paper on the website (www.env.gov.bc.ca/sarco/mc/
files/Mountain_Caribou_Situation_Analysis.pdf) written by
the Mountain Caribou Science Team (May 2005), rather
disingenuously attributes predation as the “major natural
10
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cause of mortality in all ungulate populations” and describes
that and roads. About six years ago, while driving on Highhow the increase of moose, deer, and elk in mountain
way 3 near Moyie Lake, I witnessed a large transport truck
caribou range has attracted increased numbers of predators,
plow through a small group of mountain caribou. Two of
primarily wolves and cougars, without explaining that the
the animals (as evidenced by the number of heads) were
prey animals began using caribou habitats because of BC’s
smeared all over the highway in various chunks, while four
long-term non-spatial (i.e., they “creamed” the forests)
or five stood on the shoulder looking for all the world like
logging system. The wolves and cougars merely followed
they were bewildered. I’ll never forget it. Stunned drivers
their usual prey animals.
were pulling over to the side of the road in both directions,
In a February 27, 2009 letter to a citizen who combut the big truck kept on going. I wondered how many times
plained about the use of killing (mostly wild) horses to bait
and in how many places this scene would be repeated in
wolves for predator control, Environment Minister Barry
that year alone.
Penner replied, in part:
On October 16, 2007 the BC government anEveryone Agrees on One Thing - the Uncertainty
nounced its endorsement of the extensively consulted Mountain Caribou Recovery Implementation
Both the critics and the supporters of the plan say it is
Plan… Included among the BC Government’s ongorife with uncertainty. As Dr. Harding says, mountain cariing commitments to mountain caribou recovery imbou are wide-ranging; their actual likelihood to be present
plementation are:
at a given location is, at best, unpreInstead of limiting recreation, the province
•
Protecting 2.2 million
dictable, which puts the forest planchooses to kill predators. Research shows
hectares, including 95 percent
ning adequacy in doubt.
wolves are limited by their ability to reach
of high suitability mountain
And then there’s climate
caribou in winter use habitats when these
caribou winter habitat, from
change.
In some areas, the snow
areas are not made artificially accessible by
logging and road building
pack is lower, but the snow is lasttracks made by snow machines (snow-cats,
Managing recreation to
•
ing longer. There are more insects
snowmobiles, etc.).
reduce human disturbance in
that could affect either the caribou
mountain caribou habitat
or what they eat, or both.
Managing predator and alternate prey pop•
What is needed is a recovery plan that (a) is based on
ulations to reduce predator and other ungulate
good, honest, science and that takes the precautionary prin(moose and deer) densities in areas where predaciple seriously; (b) that will be budgeted for; and (c) that
tion is preventing mountain caribou recovery.
will be implemented.
At the very least, this recovery plan certainly describes
The political clout of logging companies is undoubtan effective program for killing wolves. One would think
edly the main reason successive BC governments have been
that the fairy tale notion of the “big bad wolf” had gone
unable – more likely, unwilling – to do much about the stathe way of the Dodo. Rather, what looks to be headed in
tus of this animal. And with the decline of the forest industhe Dodo’s direction is the mountain caribou. Instead of
try, commercial backcountry recreation is rapidly taking its
limiting recreation, the province chooses to kill predators.
place. Everything in this province is for sale, it seems. If
Research shows wolves are limited by their ability to reach
there were any money in saving mountain caribou and their
caribou in winter use habitats when these areas are not
habitats, then they would have been saved long ago.
made artificially accessible by tracks made by snow maWhat’s continuing to happen with mountain caribou is
chines (snow-cats, snowmobiles, etc.). The science hasn’t
a microcosm of global habitat and species loss. Decisionbeen done to determine which caribou herds are affected
makers do not want to embrace “limits to growth.” Society
by predation, and if they are, by which predators. The root
on the whole doesn’t want restrictions. Given these facts,
reason why there is imbalance in the predator-prey system
this new plan will be about as effective as all the other ones
hasn’t been determined for every herd. Is it low calf recruitthat preceded it.
ment? If so, why?
In his above-mentioned letter, Minister Penner also
t
stated that habitat loss and fragmentation have been identified as a major factor in mountain caribou declines. In fact,
Maggie Paquet is a consultant biologist who has been
habitat loss and fragmentation are the major factors in the
involved in environmental issues in BC and elsewhere for
decline of these animals. The primary reason mountain carat least three decades. She lives in Port Alberni.
ibou habitats have been lost and fragmented is logging…
Watershed Sentinel
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Using the Activist’s Toolkit

Defining the Mine on
Hudson Bay Mountain
above Smithers
by Morgan Hite and Dave Stevens
BC Environmental Assessment
In January 2005 the neighbours first learned
In order to build a working mine, Blue Pearl had to
that a company called Blue Pearl had optioned
apply to the BC Environmental Assessment Office. To supthe rights to begin mining Hudson Bay Mounport the application the company had to perform exploratain, right next to Smithers, BC. The seven million
tory work and gather data they would need.
tonne deposit of molybdenum ore had been explored in the
In order to perform the exploratory work, Blue Pearl
1970s but never put into production. In the subsequent three
filed a Notice of Work with the provincial Ministry of
decades, land originally set aside for a tailings pond and
Mines. At that point, because we were concerned about the
processing plant had been sold off and turned into housimpacts of exploration work on water quality, the Ministry
ing developments. Housing had grown up to the foot of the
created a Public Liaison Committee (or
mountain in the area below the historical
PLC). The PLC provided continuous
mine site. By 2005 people lived close to
The essential problem we had with
the old mine site, and in many cases drew this mine was its impact on domestic contacts with the company and helped
us learn what sort of people they were
their water from the slopes below it.
water users. Moving the mine would
have solved that problem, and the
and what their assumptions and intenWe felt that something needed to be
company consistently refused to
tions were.
done to make sure this mine was done
discuss that with us.
To compile an Environmental
right, and most importantly, that water
Assessment Application takes a trequality would be protected. To that end
mendous amount of time and money for baseline studies,
a number of groups were formed. This initial tack, of formengineering plans and cost analyses. Once the Application
ing more than one local group, proved to be very fruitful
is submitted, it is very difficult to change its major compolater on.
nents. If you want to influence the mine that a company is
We formed an umbrella group for the whole Bulkley
proposing to build, you have to get in early, you have to talk
Valley called Hudson Bay Mountain Neighborhoods. One
to the company, and you have to help steer their ideas before
neighbourhood group was the Lake Kathlyn Protection Sothey write their Application.
ciety, whose members took their water from Lake KathThe company filed its EA Application in the summer of
lyn, directly below the proposed mine site. Another was the
2008. During those three and a half years we had a number
Glacier Gulch Water Group, whose members shared a comof opportunities to exert influence on the design of the Apmunal well on a small creek flowing from the site of 1970s
plication, and, incidentally, to delay its submission.
exploration work.
Watershed Sentinel
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The first opportunity was the development of the Terms
of Reference (TOR), a kind of table of contents of what the
Application has to include. By expressing a great deal of
interest and generating public support, we were able to get
the draft TOR released for public review. We commented
thoroughly, and managed to get a number of areas included.
We also had the opportunity to comment on the mining company’s Baseline Studies – the data which will someday be used to determine if the mine has done damage. By
commenting thoroughly on the proposed Baseline Studies
and demanding more and better studies, we were able to
push the company to document fully what we have now,
including water quality.

the entire Bulkley Valley. The closure plan for the mine revealed that as water filled the spaces within the mountain
it would pick up metals such as arsenic and selenium and
then flow into the groundwater. The company applied for a
discharge permit for water that was 10 times over the drinking water guideline limits.
Lots of Public Comments
Our appeal for public comments was very successful:
we had 213 individual comments – some of over 100 pages.
We held a forum and letter-writing workshop at the high
school theatre, setting up computers and printers so that
concerns raised in the forum could add to the letters to the
regulators. Our web site documents some of the other materials we provided to stimulate and facilitate public comment: www.hbmn.ca. The Environmental Assessment Office (EAO) then told the company that they would need to
address this “very considerable” volume of public concern.
Now we are waiting for Blue Pearl to reply to the EAO
Working Group about our concerns. The Province has decided to not go to a detailed panel review for this project.
Also, at the firm’s request, the time frame for the decision
on this project has been delayed for an unknown length of
time. They may wait until after the provincial election to
start the clock ticking again – it’s their option. So the public
part of the process may be completely over (we’re examining our process options). But the company’s part is ongoing
and will, as far as we know, be subject only to agency scrutiny from here on in, and the eventual political decision will
be made by the Ministers of Environment and of Energy,
Mines and Petroleum Resources.
There is only so much that can be done inside a policy
box that is designed to give approvals no matter what, as
long as conditions are added. We continue thinking outside
the box and working hard to preserve the social and environmental health of our neighbourhoods.
t
Morgan Hite and Dave Stevens live in Smithers, BC

Pursue the Detail
Certain strategies proved to be extremely fruitful. One
was pursuing the detail. In general in British Columbia, the
employees of the Ministry of Environment or Ministry of
Mines are too busy and too overworked to follow a company and watchdog it effectively. But if members of the public are constantly asking questions, those regulators have a
reason to pay more attention. We asked as many detailed
questions as we could.
We also asked questions that set the tone for how we
wanted the company to treat us. Every time we learned that
an activity was going on, we asked why we had not been
told in advance. The representatives of the company sent to
the Public Liaison Committee were consistently optimistic and positive; essentially their message was, trust us. We
never trusted them. And we often found reasons not to.
In April 2008, the company published an updated draft
Application. This draft demonstrated that we had not had
any influence on the design of the mine. The mine was still
situated in a community watershed. It still involved 54 ore
trucks a day, of 40-tonne capacity, leaving the facility at 15
minute intervals. The water treatment plant was still going
to discharge into the Bulkley River. None of the suggestions about conveyor systems, railway transport, or moving
the mine’s loadout facility to another part of the mountain
had been accepted.
The essential problem we had with this mine was its
impact on domestic water users. Moving the mine would
have solved that problem, and the company consistently refused to discuss that with us.
Things really began to change when the Mayor of
Smithers decided that the project was a disaster. His phrase,
which we found quite useful, was “The Right Mine.” When
the Application was submitted, we felt that we had to oppose it. With the Mayor now on side, we were able to secure
a great deal of publicity, and it became clear that a single
focus campaign was important.
We chose water as our focus for its broad appeal to
Watershed Sentinel
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Develop a brilliant website and update it regularly – :
it makes your group’s information accessible, and is
a great recruiting and organizing tool.
Organize townhall meetings, however quickly, as a
great way of generating participation.
Film public meetings: the footage can be used later in
short videos and posted on YouTube.
Keep all levels of government up to speed about
community concerns: municipal; provincial (including
MLA, ministers and premier); federal and local First
Nations .
Take breaks, but don’t give up.
All efforts seem to pay off: even small delays in a
project could lead to important unforeseen opportunities for a project to change.
March-April 2009
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From ‘Know How’ to ‘Do Now’
aEnd Growth aTax Carbon
What we need is a
stiff severance tax
on carbon as it
emerges from the
well and mine.

by Herman E. Daly
Recent increased attention to global warming is
very welcome. But much of it is misplaced.
We focus too much on complex climate models, which
ask things like how far emissions will increase carbon
dioxide concentration, how much that will raise temperatures, by when, with what consequences to climate and
geography, and how likely new information will invalidate
model results. Together these questions can paralyze us
with uncertainty.
A better question for determining public policy is
simpler: “Can we continue to emit increasing amounts of
greenhouse gases without provoking unacceptable climate
change?”
Scientists overwhelmingly agree the answer is no.
The basic scientific principles and findings are very clear.
Focusing on them creates a world of relative certainty for
policy.
To draw a parallel, if you jump out of an airplane you
need a crude parachute more than an accurate altimeter.
And if you take an altimeter, don’t become so bemused
tracking your descent that you forget to pull the ripcord.
The next question we should ask is, “What causes us
to emit ever more carbon dioxide?”
It’s the same thing that causes us to make more of all
kinds of wastes: our irrational commitment to economic
growth forever on a finite planet.
If we overcome our growth idolatry, we can then ask,
“How do we design and manage an economy that respects
the limits of the biosphere so economy and biosphere both
will survive?” But we are so fixated on maintaining an
ever-growing economy that we instead ask, “By how much
will we have to increase efficiency to maintain growth in
gross domestic product?”
Suppose we answer, “By doubling efficiency,” and
succeed. So what? We will then just do more of all the
things that have become more efficient and therefore
cheaper, and will then emit more wastes, including greenhouse gases. A policy of “efficiency first” does not give us
“frugality second” – it makes frugality less necessary.
But if we go for “frugality first” – sustainability first –
with a national tax on carbon, then we will get “efficiency
second” as an adaptation to more expensive carbon fuels.
Efficiency cannot abolish scarcity, despite what politicians
say, but it can make scarcity less painful.
We must throw out our assumption that economic
Watershed Sentinel

expansion is always good.
There is much evidence
that GDP growth at the
margin in the United States
is uneconomic growth, growth that increases social and
environmental costs faster than it increases production
benefits.
It is not hard to see how the reality of uneconomic
growth sneaks up on us. We have moved from a world
relatively empty of us and our stuff to a world relatively
full of us, in one lifetime. In the empty world economy the
limiting factor was man-made capital; in the full world it
is remaining natural capital. Barrels of petroleum extracted once were limited by drilling rigs; now they are limited
by remaining deposits, or by the atmosphere’s ability to
absorb the products of combustion.
But we continue to invest in man-made capital rather
than in restoration of natural capital.
In addition to this supply-side error, we have an equally monumental error on the demand side. We fail to take
seriously that beyond a threshold of income already passed
in the United States, happiness depends not on what we
have, but on what we have relative to what our friends, coworkers and neighbours have.
What we need is a stiff severance tax on carbon as
it emerges from the well and mine. Besides discouraging
everyone’s use of climate-altering fossil fuels, this would
enable us to raise enough tax dollars to replace regressive
taxes on low incomes. Let’s tax the raw material, not the
value added to it by processing and manufacturing. Higher
input prices bring efficiency at all subsequent stages of
production, and limiting depletion ultimately limits pollution.
Setting policy by first principles still leaves some
uncertainties. It will require provision for making midcourse corrections. But at least we would have begun moving in the right direction. To continue business as usual
while debating the predictions of complex models in a
world made even more uncertain by the questions we ask
is to fail to pull the ripcord.
t
Herman E. Daly, a former senior economist for the
World Bank, is a professor at the University of Maryland.
His books include Steady-State Economics and Beyond
Growth.
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Across Canada
Paddling Backwards
the transmission corridor will do more environmental harm
than the dams themselves.
—Probe International, February 2009

Compiled by Staff

Navigable Water Rights At Stake

A coalition of groups, including outdoor recreationists,
First Nations and conservation organizations are urging
Environment and People First
senators to withdraw Part 7 of the Budget Implementation
A poll conducted by Environics for the Council of CaAct, 2009 which amends the Navigable Water Protection
nadians, on NAFTA and Canada-US energy policy, found
Act, (NWPA) and threaten the long standing public right
that over 70 per cent of Americans and Canadians believe
to navigation and the Environmental Assessment process.
energy corporations should not be allowed to sue governIf the Act is passed, the federal Minister of Transport will
ments under Chapter 11 of NAFTA for changes in governgain discretion to define “classes” of projects on waterways
ment policy that protect the environment or otherwise prothat will not require government approval or environmental
mote the public interest.
assessment. This discretion would not be checked or balThe poll also found that an overwhelming 9 out of 10
anced by any public consultation, transparent disclosure or
Canadians believe the Harper government should pursue a
Parliamentary review.
comprehensive strategy to create more green jobs in renewBC Premier Gordon Campbell made a pitch for repeal
able energy and improved energy efficiency.
of the Act in February’s throne speech,
Between January 22 and February 1,
saying that it is “a huge impediment to
2009, 1,000 Canadians and 1,000 AmeriThe right of navigation
investments and jobs.” Ironically, the
in Canada is a common- can respondents were interviewed, rePremier left out the word “protection”
law right that pre-dates sulting in a margin of error of +/-3.09 per
when referring to the Act.
cent 19 times out of 20 for each country
confederation
The right of navigation in Canada is
polled.
a common-law right that pre-dates confederation and the
Respondents were asked: “Do you strongly support,
NWPA is the only legislation that protects the public right.
somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose
—Vancouver Sun, March 9, 2009
energy companies being able to sue national governments
for lost profits as a result of government policies?”
In the United States and Canada, 71% and 72% respecCanada Pensions
tively
were opposed.
Fund Chile Mega-Dam
—Council
of Canadians, February 9, 2009
Export Development Canada (EDC) is financing a
mega-dam scheme in the environmentally fragile Patagonia region of Chile. Censored documents obtained by Probe
International reveal that EDC is using loopholes to keep the
public in the dark about its involvement in Chile.
The controversial scheme calls for five dams to be built
on rivers fed by two massive ice fields in 5,000 hectares
of rare temperate and cold rainforest and parcels of ranchlands.
EDC has also financed the purchase of Chile’s transmission utility, known as Transelec, by a consortium of
Canadian private and public sector investors including the
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board. To get the power
from the remote dams to the markets in the north, Transelec
would need to build the world’s longest transmission corridor, with 5,000 high-voltage towers. Concerns abound that
Watershed Sentinel
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Bute Project Sparks Conflict
A debate is raging on the BC coast about the future of
Bute Inlet. It’s about private power versus public power. It’s
about the potential NAFTA threat of foreign involvement
on our rivers. It is about responses to climate change.
Environmentalists are alarmed at the impact of industrial developments on remote coastal rivers, inlets, and
mountains previously the terrain of First Nations, logging,
and eco-tourism companies. Some prominent eco-organizations have taken the gloves off in their support of any
non-fossil fuel source of energy in the hope of averting the
looming climate catastrophe. First Nations indignantly defend their first real hope for economic development.
The Bute hydroelectric project, a joint venture between
Plutonic Power and General Electric, will consist of 17 river
diversions, 445 km of transmission lines, 314 km of roads
and 104 bridges. The transmission lines will create around
1780 hectares of clearcut, kept permanent through the use
of herbicides, while bridges and structures will likely be
treated with copper chromium arsenate (CCA). Copper
leaches and permanently damages the olfactory ability of
fish to avoid predators, reproduce, and identify their spawning river.
The Bute project, termed by one local newspaper a
“green monster,” will expand upon a similar, but smaller
Plutonic run-of-river project in Toba Inlet, one fiord to
Watershed Sentinel

That seminal question underlies the raucous
debate about Plutonic Power’s sprawling
hydro project in Bute Inlet.
Compiled by Delores Broten,
with thanks to Bill W. Andrews and Arthur Caldicott
the south. The project will cost $3.5 billion and employ approximately 900 construction workers for several years. The
nameplate capacity (1027 MW) rivals that of major hydroelectric dams, like BC Hydro`s proposed Site C on the Peace
River. However, this capacity will only be realized in the
spring and early summer when snow and glacier melt is maximum. Energy output will be considerably reduced at other
times of the year, especially during the coldest days when
provincial electrical demand is greatest.
The Homathko, Southgate and Orford river valleys
which flow into the upper part of Bute Inlet contain the majority of tributaries being harnessed. Plutonic claims the rivContinued on Page 18
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Plutonic continued

for a moratorium on river develoers are too steep to support fish
ments until an energy planning
although a few do support marprocess is carried out.
ginal fish habitat and the lower
rivers have a rich history of salmKlahoose: Choices
on runs, now somewhat diminin Toba Lead to Bute
ished. Individual generating stations will be linked by transmisIn 1990 Sun Belt Water prosion lines that run up each valley,
posed
to sell water to its home city
Orford River emptying into Bute Inlet
circle the head of the inlet and run
of Santa Barbara and neighbourhalf way down the east shore. A longer higher voltage transing Goleta County. The water would be shipped in tankers
mission line will carry power south over the height of land
to California from Toba Inlet, under a bulk export license
to Toba Inlet where it will share a common transmission
held by Sun Belt’s Canadian partner, Snowcap Water. The
right-of-way with the Toba/Montrose run-of-river projects.
Klahoose First Nation were aghast, and took the position
The valleys have been logged continuously since the 1950s.
that not a drop of water would be exported until its treaty
The project promises short and long term benefits to
negotiations were settled. Chief Kathy Francis enlisted the
four First Nations who have endorsed this use of their tradisupport of other coastal First Nations and the First Nations
tional territory: Sliammon First Nation from Powell River,
Summit. She persuaded the California customers for the
Klahoose First Nation from Cortes Island, Sechelt First Nawater and the BC government that disruptions would be
tion, and Xwemalhkwu First Nation (formerly known as
the result without a settlement with the Klahoose. The issue
Homalco) of Campbell River and Bute Inlet.
turned into a growing political liability and in 1991 the BC
government imposed a moratorium on bulk water exports.
Next Steps on the Plutonic Bute Project
Sun Belt is still suing for compensation under NAFTA.
Nineteen years later, the Klahoose Nation still has no
The public comments have now been submitted to the
treaty, and its people still have few opportunities. When
BC Environmental Assessment Office (EAO) and CEAA
Plutonic Power knocked on the First Nation’s door in 2006,
(Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency). Bureauit was looking to build two hydroelectric projects in the
crats in both agencies will determine the final Terms of
Toba Inlet watershed. It offered money, cash up front and
Reference for the application and the environmental impact
one or two percent of revenues, training, jobs, and business
statement Plutonic must prepare.
development. The Klahoose Chief and Council accepted
This may take Plutonic until September, or even Januthe offer – and granted the company access to its traditionary 2010. When it comes back, the EAO has 30 days to idenal territory. The project is under construction now. From
tify omissions in the application and consultation record,
reports it is running an impressively well-organized work
and punt the application back to Plutonic. The EAO has a
camp and repairing fish habitat damaged by previous logbrochure and other information on its website: www.eao.
ging as it goes. Electricity generation is scheduled to start
gov.bc.ca/guide/
in 2010. Chief Ken Brown is now an outspoken champion
If Plutonic is not successful in obtaining an Electricity
of Plutonic, and an even more vociferous critic of those conPurchase Agreement (EPA) from BC Hydro, it may take its
cerned about the industrialization of these coastal watertime with the application, and let things cool off. BC Hydro
sheds.
expects to make its decisions in the Clean Power Call bet
tween April and June this year.
Resources
Federally, the review panel decision is likely to be
For a map of water license applications for power
made in April, and the review panel will be given its marchgeneration in BC, see www.ippwatch.info/w/
ing orders at that time. The federal review may or may not
BC Citizens for Public Power,
synchronize with the provincial process.
www.citizensforpublicpower.ca
There is no local review process because the provincial
BC Creek Protection Society, www.bc-creeks.org
government stripped local governments of zoning jurisdicBC Sustainable Energy Association, www.bcsea.org
tion for power projects in the infamous Bill 30 in 2006. LoFriends of Bute Inlet, www.buteinlet.net
cal government cannot say “no” to a private power project
Plutonic Power Corporation, www.plutonic.ca
on a river in BC. Some local governments are now calling
Save Our Rivers, www.saveourrivers.ca
Watershed Sentinel
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Private Power Producer Friendly Water Pricing
by Arthur Caldicott
Now the intriguing part!
A 49 MW plant on BC’s south coast is able to generate up to about 160,000 MWh per year. So the lowest tier
was changed to give the cheapest water rate to the disproportionate number of projects that are being engineered to
duck an EA. Not gift enough, the rental rate for this first
tier was reduced from an already cheap $2.417 per MWh
to $1.107 – handing these 49 MW projects a bonus of about
$200,000 per year.

When the BC Liberals took over government in 2001,
water pricing for the Power-General license – that’s the water license a company needs to generate electricity for sale
– had two parts: a capacity charge calculated on the generating capacity of a facility, and an energy charge, based on
how much electricity was generated each year.
The energy charge was applied in two tiers. The first
tier, for the first 250,000 megawatt hours (MWh) generated
by a licensee, was levied a much lower rate than the second
tier, which applied to everything else.
By 2008, the lowest tier had been reduced to 160,000
MWh, and a new middle tier was introduced, up to 3 million MWh.
What is not immediately apparent is how the tiers and
the prices align with actual projects being proposed in British Columbia. There are two intriguing aspects to these
alignments.

1027 MW and 3,000,000 MWh
The new second tier maxes out at 3 million MWh. On
the south coast, stream flow characteristics dictate that a
cluster of small hydro plants would need a nominal capacity
of 1027 MW to generate that 3 million MWh per year.
Plutonic Power Corp.’s Bute Inlet cluster project is designed with generating capacity of … wait for it! … 1027
MW and annual production of 2906 GWh – just short of the
3 million MWh cutoff for the second tier pricing.
More than a coincidence? Which came first – the water
pricing or the project? Or were the two designed together?
t
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49 MW and 160,000 MWh
The Ashlu Creek Hydro Project has a nominal capacity
of 49 MW. Mkw’Alts Creek: 45 MW; Kwoiek and Rutherford
Creeks: each 49.9 MW. This is no coincidence, and it’s not a
function of stream capacity or optimized generation. 50 MW
is the threshold at which a generation project must have an
Environmental Assessment (EA) in BC. Independent power
producers (IPPs) are all just ducking the EA threshold.
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Follow the Money

by Arthur Caldicott
In 2003, a mining promoter and an engineer had lunch in
Vancouver. The engineer had rights on a number of streams on the southern
coast of BC. The mining man had a listed company – the perfect vehicle to
raise money and to turn these streams into lucrative hydroelectric projects.
The engineer pointed at two streams up Toba Inlet.
His napkin notes suggested that 196 megawatts of generating capacity
could be installed and 745,000 megawatt hours (MWh) of energy could be
$19,09
produced each year. Sold to BC Hydro for $90 per MWh, annual revenues
3,948
would total $67 million. After expenses, net profit would be $19 million.
Fast forward to 2009. Plutonic’s East Toba River and Montrose
Creek Hydrolectric Project is under construction. General Electric has
joined as an equity partner, a lender, and a supplier of turbines.
The miner and the engineer are staking claims on other streams, pursuing more and bigger
prospects. These include an infill project in Toba Inlet, the huge Bute Inlet project with four times the energy output as
Toba/Montrose, and a 6 stream development in Knight Inlet.
Calculations for land areas, land values, taxes and applicable rates are complex and obscure – it takes an accountant and
a lot of inside information to pin down the expenses. Agreements with First Nations are secret.
Plutonic confirms the $19 million profit forecast – just as it appears on the napkin.
Project construction entails big money and employs a lot of people – for a year or two. But it is the operating years which
matter from a business perspective. Almost no jobs, and no other local benefits, but lucrative indeed!
Watershed Sentinel
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Upnit Power: Run of River on China Creek
By Judith Sayers, President, Upnit Power and Chief of Hupacasath
First Nation
When the Hupacasath First Nation decided to get involved in alternative/green energy, we researched
the kinds of alternatives and what resources we had. Because we have 28
main watersheds in our territory, run
of the river was our best option.
We hired engineers and consultants to review our territory and we
narrowed it down to the best 10 systems that we had. We ruled out any
portions of a stream that had anadromous fish (we will not touch a system
that will affect our precious fisheries
resource and right to fish), any stream
that had spiritual/sacred values attached, and any systems that had any
other unique environmental value that
we wanted to protect. We also looked
at water systems that were closest
to the grid, as building transmission lines is costly and can make the
project not feasible economically.
We decided to make our first
project on China Creek as it had the
least environmental impact. China
Creek on the Alberni Inlet has a set
of impassable falls which means there
are no anadromous fish in the system.
We spent a lot of money doing research on fisheries values in the creek
as it does have a resident population

of trout and dolly varden. The City of
Port Alberni has their water facility
on China Creek and has roads into the
area. Also, Island Timberlands and
Timber West have their private managed forests in the area and have many
roads so we only had to build one road
down to our intake site. We did have
to build temporary roads down to the
area where we put in the penstock but
these were decommissioned, leaving
two for access.
There was a BC Hydro connection right at our powerhouse site,
which is at the edge of a gravel pit
so there was little disturbance. The
penstock right of way is 4.5 km and
we did have to clear the right of way
in order to put the penstock in the
ground. You bury the penstock so you
do not inhibit wildlife from accessing
the creek, and for safety reasons. The
intake site was a very tedious process
as you had to get instream and place
some structure in the stream. We diverted the creek during a fisheries
window and every rock that was used
in the diversion was power blasted to
be clean. At all times, there were environmental monitors on site ensuring
that there were no impacts. The footprint on the land is the intake site, and
the powerhouse.
All the water
is put back into
the creek after the

Upnit intake, and powerhouse
putting water back into China Creek
Watershed Sentinel
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turbine. The temperature of the water
is not altered and flow is only reduced
for 4.5 km. The water license sets out
how much water must remain in the
stream for the fish.
Our intake system is above the
city’s intake for its drinking water,
and we do not affect the quality of
drinking water that the City takes out
further downstream. This illustrates
how clean and green this project is.
Upnit produces 6.5 megawatts
of power at full generation. This varies with the amount of water in the
creek. The Hupacasath First Nation
owns 72.5% of this project and are
very proud of the high environmental
standards set for this project.
Licensing for these projects is becoming very onerous and costly, with
new policies and procedures since
we built our first project. As we are
working on our second project, we
know how much more work is being
required to get the water license.
It is important to note that as a
First Nation, we are able to use the
resources in our territory and set the
high environmental standards we
want. These projects are non-consumptive of water and therefore can
be very green, but every project has
to be decided on its
own merits.
BC needs to be
independent in producing power and
we all have to take
responsibility to reduce our own consumption, but also to
promote sustainable
sources of energy.
Run of the river
can be one of those
sources when done
properly on the right
systems.
t
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Wild Times

There are now over 700 rivers and streams staked by
private developers. How did we get to the point of handing over our salmon and grizzly bear rivers to the likes of
General Electric and Plutonic?
The short answer is that we are suffering the consequences of the BC government’s 2002 energy plan. The
energy plan forbids BC Hydro from building any of these
new energy projects – and orders Hydro to buy power
from the private companies at very high rates in blocks of
time from two to four decades long – regardless of need.
This has sparked a gold rush of private developers
staking our rivers – with the latest and biggest being the
Bute Inlet mega-project.
The BC government says that the BC energy plan is
all about fighting climate change – but that proposition
simply doesn’t hold water. Why at this time of climate crisis would we suddenly abandon our publicly owned power
system in favour of a corporately owned one?
by Joe Foy
After all, BC’s publicly owned power production
system already has one of the lowest carbon footprints on
looked at the posters on the wall in disbelief.
the planet, being based mostly on hydropower. BC’s trans“There has to be more than this,” I muttered to myportation, housing and industrial sectors have the biggest
self. But the few glossy posters taped to the walls and
carbon impacts, not our electricity production.
a couple of company handouts was all there was. There
The BC government says that we are running out of
certainly was a lack of information at this so-called public
power, but according to BC Stats the province has been
information meeting.
a net electricity exporter for seven out of the last eleven
I was in the Sunshine Coast town of Powell River atyears. And, as we move to furtending the first Environmental
ther electrify our housing, transAssessment meeting of the proThe BC government says that we are running
portation, and industrial sectors
posed Bute Inlet private hydroout of power, but according to BC Stats the
province has been a net electricity exporter
to reduce carbon emissions,
power project. If approved by the
for seven out of the last eleven years
there are much better places to
federal and provincial governlook than private river power.
ments it would be the largest priWe could start by bringing back our downstream
vate hydropower project in Canada, yet only three public
Columbia River benefits in hydropower electricity instead
meetings had been scheduled in the towns of Powell River,
of money. We can retrofit our existing BC Hydro dams to
Sechelt and Campbell River.
The Bute Inlet $3.5-to-$4 billion project includes 17
produce more power and we could ban the export of hydiversion dams and many kilometres of pipes to hold the
dropower by some of BC’s large industrial producers.
river water as well as 314 kilometres of roads, 443 kiloCan you imagine a province where the Port Mann
metres of transmission lines, airstrips and construction
freeway and bridge expansion is cancelled in favour of an
staging areas. All of it would be located in the heart of
electrified public transportation system? Where the proBC’s south coast salmon, mountain goat and grizzly bear
posed Gateway oil pipeline to transport tar sands oil to the
ecosystem.
Pacific is dropped in favour of a power line to bring back
But when question and answer time came at the PowColumbia River hydro power to BC homes and businessell River meeting it became apparent that the Plutonic
es? A province where the wild rivers of the Bute Inlet and
Power representative was not prepared to answer many of
all around BC remain wild and full of life. I sure can.
the pointed questions about the environmental impact of
We just have to get rid of that damn energy plan.
such a massive industrial project. And when members of
t
the public demanded answers, and further public meetJoe Foy is Campaign Director for the Wilderness Committee,
Canada’s largest citizen-funded membership-based wilderness
ings throughout the province, their concerns were quickly
preservation organization.
brushed off.
Which got me thinking, how the heck did this get so
Photo by Isobelle Groc: Grizzly taken near where a large industrial road is
messed up in the first place?
proposed to service the power project.

Powerful Bute Inlet
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
In these difficult times, the Watershed Sentinel just could not continue to publish without the extra
helping hand provided by these generous sustainers. Their help allows us to provide you with a strong
independent voice for environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them with thanks.
Stars

Ottawa ON • Kieko & Allan Stewart, Hagensborg BC •
Philip Stone, Quathiaski Cove BC • Dr. Roy Sutherland,
Victoria BC • Beverly Tanchuk, Sechelt BC • Christine &
Robert Thompson, Vancouver BC • Anna Tilman, Aurora
ON • Frank Tompa, Pender Isld. BC • Marjorie Urquhart,
Fanny Bay BC • Elizabeth White, Saltspring Isld BC • Susan
Marie Yoshihara, Denman Isld. BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel,
Manson’s Ldg. BC

GlassWaters Foundation • Marlene Johnston, Kaslo BC •
Mel McDonald, Victoria BC • Brian Pinch, Victoria BC •
Helen Lee & Michael Redican, Quathiaski Cove BC • Deb
Weiers, Red Deer AB

Friends
Across Borders Media, Victoria BC • Gordon Albright, Toronto
ON • John Cashore, Coquitlam BC • Bill & Joan Paterson,
Nanaimo BC • Norberto Rodriguez de la Vega, Whaletown
BC • Bruce Torrie, Kelowna BC • Peter Johnston & Sue
Wheeler, Lasqueti Isld. BC • RE Wolf, Calgary AB • Ray
Woollam, Duncan BC

A very Big Thank You to all those listed,
and those who wish to remain anonymous

Watershed Stars
($500 and over annual donation):

Patrons

Watershed Stars help us find, follow and write the stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions
and advertising. In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to
herald the approach of threats. Our Watershed Stars allow
us to keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned
citizens and activists.

Barnard-Boecker Centre Foundation, Victoria BC • Linda
Bonnefoy, Whitehorse Yukon • Louis & Vera Broten, Edmonton AB • Alan Martin & Vivian Chenard, Saltspring Isld. BC •
Mark Roseland & Susan Day, West Vancouver BC • Elizabeth
Ferris, Vancouver BC • Tom Gilbert, Surge Narrows BC • Just
Havelaar, Courtenay BC • Shirley Holmes & Harry Holman,
Qualicum Beach BC • Elizabeth Horsfield & Stuart Isto,
Powell River BC • Dave Hughes, Whaletown BC • Gudrun
Langolf, Vancouver BC • Kolin Lymworth, Vancouver BC •
Paul MacGillivray, Vancouver BC • Hannah Main, Victoria
BC • Dorothy & Des McIntosh, Santa Barbara CA • Maggie
Paquet, Port Alberni BC • Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Isld. BC
• Colin Rankin, Victoria BC • Murray Rankin, Victoria BC
• Rob & Francine Regan-Pollock, Vancouver BC • Norman
Riggs, Powell River BC • Martin Rossander, Powell River BC •
Barry Roughton, Vancouver BC • Saltspring Books, Saltspring
Isld. BC • Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC • Basil & Jill
Seaton, Jasper AB • Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT • Dana
& Joel Solomon, Vancouver BC • Trude & Sedley Sweeny,
Whaletown BC • Dr. Keith Symon Inc, Burnaby BC • Lesley
Taylor, Richmond BC • Charley & Amanda Vaughan, Black
Creek BC • Jim Whitworth, Ucluelet BC

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($200 - 499 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.
Patrons
($100 - 199 annual donation):

Patrons support the public education program that is
an integral and essential part of our publication.
Sustaining Subscribers
($50 - 99 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers
William Andrews, North Vancouver BC • J. Barber-Starkey,
Sidney BC • Jim Bradshaw, Maple Ridge BC • Brenda Bruns,
Creston BC • Mark Bullock, Abbotsford BC • June Cameron,
Cortes Bay BC • Renate Kroesa & John Dafoe, Halfmoon Bay
BC • Anicca de Trey, Comox BC • Susan Clarke & Alan Dolan,
Victoria BC • Don Ferguson, Lethbridge AB • Susan Fletcher,
Sechelt BC • William Foster, Saltspring Isld. BC • E. Golds, Port
Moody BC • Sylvie & Colin Graham, Sidney BC • Alison Graves,
Nanaimo BC • Joyce Baker & Ray Grigg, Quathiaski Cove BC
• Donna & Richard Gross, Sointula BC • Leah Hansel, Saltspring
Isld BC • Roy Harvey, Etobicoke ON • Wendy & Hubert Havelaar,
Whaletown BC • A & E Haythorne, Victoria BC • Barb Hourston,
Nanaimo BC • John C & Cathie Howard, Hornby ISld. BC •
Vicky Husband, Victoria BC • Janet Jay, Vancouver BC • Jeff
King, Abbotsford BC • Paul & M. Knepperges, Lund BC • Judith
Lawrence, Hornby Isld. BC • Ingmar Lee & Krista Roessingh,
Victoria BC • Eleanore Mameli, Minstrel Isld. BC • James Martin,
Comox BC • Ruth Masters, Courtenay BC • Dave McCandless, Aldergrove BC • Cathy & Don Morrison, Victoria BC • Gail
& David Morton, Port Alberni BC • Rosemary & Dave Neads,
Anahim Lake BC • Dona Reel, Gibsons BC • Mary Richardson,
Athabasca AB • Peter Ronald, Victoria BC • Harriet Rueggeberg, Lanzville BC • Barbara Scott, Victoria BC • Paul Senez,
Victoria BC • Faith Slaney, Saltspring Isld. BC • Frances Slaney,

Watershed Sentinel

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities and libraries.
Donating Subscribers

Your extra donations added to your subscription are a
joy to receive, and contribute to every issue.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait and the
islands – features that focus on renewable energy sources,
environmentally friendly building materials, alternative
sewage treatment, practical tips on “Living Green.” To receive a tax receipt, make your donation to FOCI.
Watershed Sentinel,
P.0. Box 1270,
Comox, BC
Canada V9M 7Z8
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mail? Email orders@watershedsentinel.ca

Reach for Unbleached!
c/o Box 1270, Comox
BC V9M 7Z8
www.rfu.org

MillWatch

		
Insurance Companies Liable
A Wisconsin judge has upheld a jury verdict that nine
insurance companies are responsible for costs of cleaning
up PCB pollution of the lower Fox River, Wisconsin. The
jury had found that the insurance firms were liable through
their contracts with paper company Appleton. The companies could be required to pay as much as $750 million.
The US Environmental Protection Agency and state
Department of Natural Resources identified Appleton and
six other companies as responsible for dumping PCBs into
the river as a byproduct of carbonless paper production.
—Associated Press, January 17, 2009

due to the chemcial dangers on site, but is refusing to assume the clean up costs.
—Nanaimo Daily News, March 7, 2009

New Mill Technology
UBC, government, and the pulp and paper industry
have developed three high efficiency pulp screen rotors
that produce high quality paper while reducing the energy
required by almost half. The industry currently consumes
almost 20 per cent of all electricity produced in BC.
Pulp screens rotate at high speeds and force pulp
through narrow openings in the screen. They consume 200
gigawatt hours per year at an estimated cost of $16 million
– enough energy to light up 15,000 homes. The cost savings would increase the industry’s competitiveness against
new paper producers like China. The work has also led to
a $2.2 million investment from the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada and a partnership
with 11 industry partners including BC Hydro and most of
the paper mills in BC.
—UBC, December 2009

Mill Liabilities
The BC government has refused to help worker-owned
Harmac mill by guaranteeing the environmental clean up
costs for the aged kraft mill. The costs are estimated to be
$50 million, and the mill cannot get financing because of
the liability. Similar costs at Port Alice and Skeena Cellulose reverted to the government when the mills went bankrupt. The government is operating the mill at Mackenzie
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Fish Lake Is NOT a Tailings Pond
Teztan Biny in the Nemiah Valley

by David Williams

In 2002 the federal government, in virtual lockNow a new onslaught is coming at the Xeni
step with the Bush regime, created a special exempGwet’in in the form of the proposed Prosperity Mine
tion to federal environmental rules that would turn
Taseko Mines, a Vancouver based company,
“For the ofwhich
many of Canada’s lakes into toxic waste dumps
owns the large Gibraltar Mine near WilTsilhqot’in,
for mines. At least sixteen lakes across the counliams Lake. Development of Prosperity Mine
try are slated to become repositories for waste
at Teztan Biny can only proceed, according
the lake
rock laced with heavy metals like arsenic and
to Taseko Mines spokespeople, with the total
Teztan Biny
mercury. Six of these lakes are in British Codestruction of the lake, because the multilumbia.
billion dollar ore body of gold and copper
is sacred and
lies right under the lake.
its destruction
Tsilhqot’in Rights and Title
While Tsilhqot’in Chiefs have strongunthinkable”
ly opposed any mine option that entailed
One of these lakes is Teztan Biny (Fish
the whole or partial destruction of Teztan
—Tsilhqot’in National
Lake) in the Nemiah Valley in the Chilcotin
Biny, they have not outright opposed the
Government
(Tsilhqot’in), 200 km southwest of Williams
project and have sought to gain a clear picJanuary 6, 2009
Lake. The location is of great significance beture of what the mine would mean for their
cause it is in an area where the Xeni Gwet’in
communities.
people of the Tsilhqot’in First Nation have proven
This beautiful lake contains 85,000 fish beaboriginal rights “to hunt and trap birds and animals”
longing to a unique monoculture of rainbow trout,
and “to trade in skins and pelts.”
an important First Nation food fishery since before conIn a landmark court case, Chief Roger William, on betact. It is also a significant recreational fishery for many
half of the Tsilhqot’in people, established rights and title
non-native fishers from all over the province. The provinto over 338,100 hectares of his people’s traditional homecial Ministry of the Environment says it is one of the best
land to protect it from a proposed massive clearcut logging
fishing lakes in the Cariboo/Chilcotin region.
regime. The intent was to establish the right to hunt and
trap over the right of government to issue cutting permits
A Tale of Two Processes
to logging companies. Justice David Vickers ruled that the
Tsilhqot’in Aboriginal title had been proven to approxiThere are two ways in which a decision can be made
mately 200,000 hectares of land, and that Aboriginal rights
about such a development. One is through a Joint Review
extended over the rest, including the area where Teztan
Panel that is made up of a range of interested parties in an
Biny lies and where Taseko plans to develop its mine. Howopen public process. Using this process for the first time in
ever, Justice Vickers could not make a declaration of AboBC, the expansion of the copper/gold Kemess North Mine
riginal title because of a legal technicality.
northwest of Prince George was turned down. This mine,
He also stated that the Forest Act (and licenses purtoo, would have destroyed a lake – Amazay Lake – and was
suant to it) would not apply to Aboriginal title lands and
opposed by four First Nations, the Tsay Keh Dene, Takla
would unjustifiably infringe Aboriginal rights if certain inLake, and Kwadacha of the Tse Keh Nay Nation, and the
formation gathering steps weren’t taken first.
Gitxsan house of Nii Kyap. The Kemess decision offered
Justice Vickers exhorted all parties in the dispute – the
hope to many First Nations communities: “This is not about
Tsilhqot’in, and federal and provincial governments – to sit
protecting this lake for First Nations people; this is about
down and come to a negotiated agreement over these lands
protecting all lakes for all Canadians,” said Gordon Pierre,
and resources. Nothing came of it beyond an interim offer
Grand Chief of the Tse Keh Nay.
that left the Tsilhqot’in negotiators feeling that there had
The second method is a Joint Environmental Review
been a lack of serious intent on the part of both governProcess (ERP) under the federal and provincial governments to resolve the issue.
ments. Essentially, the final decision is made by governWatershed Sentinel
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ment ministers. Approval is virtually assured if history is
anything to go by. The present provincial government is
desperate to see a new mine open somewhere in BC and is
subject to intense lobbying for the Prosperity mine by communities like Quesnel, Williams Lake, and Hundred Mile
House, which are suffering from the loss of logging jobs.
The Tsilhqot’in committed to participate in a Joint
Review Panel, but a unilateral decision was made by the
provincial Minister of Environment to avoid that more
comprehensive and public process. This left the Tsilhqot’in
feeling betrayed. They knew that they would never be able
to save Teztan Biny under the ERP, where First Nations,
even where title and rights have been proven, are relegated
to the position of just another stakeholder.

The long term potential for leakage of acid mine
waste into the Taseko River is real. The Taseko runs into
the Chilko River, the Chilcotin River, and ultimately the
Fraser. Extensive road construction and up-grading will be
required to carry the ore from the remote Teztan Biny site
to Gibraltar mines where it will be refined.
Finally, four to five hundred miners will be inserted
into the remote Nemiah Valley where the Xeni Gwet’in
have lived and survived for thousands of years. This is a
small community of fewer than three hundred aboriginal
people whose contact with the outside world was extremely
limited until a road was constructed into the valley in the
early 1970s. They are fiercely independent and protective
of their land and its resources. Their First Nations culture is
strong and vibrant.
To protect their land and their way of life the Xeni
Gwet’in have now been forced to go to court.
The Tsilhqot’in National Government media release,
dated January 6, 2009, states:
“The court action by Chief Marilyn Baptiste of the
Xeni Gwet’in First Nation on behalf of the Tsilhqot’in Nation, is seeking a declaration of an Aboriginal right to fish
in Teztan Biny, a pristine mountain lake in the heart of
Tsilhqot’in territory. For the Tsilhqot’in, the lake is sacred
and its destruction unthinkable. The court action aims to
permanently stop Taseko from using this natural lake as a
disposal site for its toxic mine tailings, a controversial mining practice in Canada that threatens to leave a legacy of
environmental contamination that will last for millenia.”
t
David Williams is a native British Columbian with a profound sense of place. He lives in Victoria and the Nemiah
Valley. He grew up in Courtenay and Golden.

Immense Scale and Immense Impact
The scale of the proposed mine is immense, containing
over 13 million ounces of gold and five billion pounds of
copper in 487 million tonnes of ore. The study speaks of
pre-production capital costs of $807 million, with an operating cost of $2.9 billion over the life of the mine. The current value of those metals at today’s prices would be over
10 billion dollars.
The environmental and social impact would also be immense. The ‘Prosperity Project’ requires the construction
of a 125 km. power transmission line and the construction
of a ‘replacement lake’ called a Fish Compensation Plan.
The mine pit and the construction of the mine tailings
and waste rock disposal areas would completely destroy
Teztan Biny. The artificial replacement pond will require
the construction of a dam and the submersion of a valley to
the south of the present lake.
Watershed Sentinel
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Playing the Party Game
by Delores Broten
ronment that we saw in action during the 1990s?.....Check.
With a provincial election coming up on May 12th, the
Been there, done that.
Watershed Sentinel decided to do its civic duty, and a simThe full NDP platform isn’t unveiled as of press time,
ple run-down on the party platforms for the environment.
but one innovative notion is the $1 billion Green Bond fund,
Of course, it turned out to be anything but simple, although
with money raised from BC investors to provide loans for
each party did reveal its nature in the responses to our queshome and business retrofits, greening public infrastructure,
tions. Actually, our questions consisted of an entirely unimproving public transportation and investing in green
scientific list of topics of eco-concern, with the questions,
technology. At least it’s local money for local projects and
“What are you promising to do about it?” And “Is there
there’s a kind of plan, even if it includes the kitchen sink.
anything else you want to add?”
Green Party leader Jane Sterk revealed a detailed viThe BC Liberals didn’t have much they wanted to talk
sion for reforming the economy to make it work for future
about. “We are currently in the process of formulating our
generations and all species. The Green Party
policy platform for the forthcoming elecplans to use “triple bottom line accounting”
tion, and as such, we are not responding to
As for the reliance on
“the market” to do the
to put a price on the eco-services nature prosuch platform questions at this time,” wrote
job of governing – the
vides, which would lead to profoundly difChad Pederson, Director of Communicanews of the last six
ferent decisions, and a relocalized economy
tions & Membership Services for the BC
months shows how well
with different kinds of ownership, from coLiberal Party. He referred us to the governthat works.
ops to First Nations, “matching the needs of
ment ministries responsible to determine
people in community with local production and distribu“the direction they are taking on these issues... They cannot
tion.” This includes the need to assign a high value to loassist you if you ask for the BC Liberal Platform position
cal food and keep farmland in production, possibly through
because that is a function of our party, and as mentioned,
long term leasing arrangements. The other items on her
we’re still formulating it.”
mind that didn’t really fit our hasty checklist were reformWhatever, this reporter shrugged to herself. The record
ing democracy and supporting the STV, and reforming the
we can figure out for ourselves. As for the reliance on “the
corporate charter so that corporations had a responsibility
market” to do the job of governing – the news of the last six
to the environment and community.
months shows how well that works.
That said, here’s the thoroughly unscientific chart.
The NDP Environment Critic, Shane Simpson, was
Have fun in the ballot booth.
able to respond to our questions with gusto, highlighting
the party’s commitment to sustainability as the building
t
block of their policy. That would be the same sustainability
with the three legged stool of Economics, Society and Envi• TROJAN AND HALLETT UV SYSTEMS FOR DISINFECTION
• BIOSAND SYSTEMS FOR IRON-MN-H2S-TOC-TANNINS
• REVERSE OSMOSIS FOR SALT AND HEAVY METALS
• CUSTOM DESIGNED WATER TREATMENT PACKAGES

Residential - lodges - CommeRCial
FiRst nations

524 William St., Victoria BC V9A 3Y9
www.watertiger.net
250-412-1110 info@watertiger.net
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Party Positions on Some Selected Issues
(BC Liberal)
Government
Record

Issue

BC NDP

BC Green Party

BC’s At Risk
Species

Species at Risk Act developed
with EcoJustice and Suzuki.
Strong on habitat and
science; Will cover private
land. Forestry tenure reform;
No raw log exports; End old
growth logging on Vancouver
Island

Species at Risk Act in line
with Wilderness Committee
recommendations, will cover
private land.

Dysfunctional; Obstructed

Parks

End to commercialism;
Investment in parks,
naturalist centres, public
education; Entice the public
back to parks

Reduce fees; Reinstate
naturalists; Make environmental
stewardship a high quality job

Some parks (53) created;
More fees; More staff cuts

Climate Change
and Carbon Tax

Tax not effective unless
hundreds of dollars a tonne,
not safe to leave to market
where some people can buy
way out; Needs regulation:
1) Cap on major emitters 2)
CA fuel emission rules 3) Put
royalties ($250 million est.) on
gas flaring which is 13% of BC
GHG emissions

Yes to carbon tax but currently
too many exemptions/rebates
all over the place; Must have
investment in infrastructure so
people have alternatives; Taxshift the subsidies away from
fossil fuel; No new hydro incl.
run of river. Change from BC
Hydro to BC Energy Authority.

First carbon tax in North
America and carbon
reduction planning;
Massive highways
Gateway project; Pipeline
for oil and gas; Renewable
energy from private
producers mandate for
BC hydro; No coal power
plants.

Fish Farming

Moratorium north of Cape
Caution, 2 years pilot then 3
years to transition to floating
closed containment; Wild
salmon are priority

Moratorium; Phase out ocean
based in favour of closed
container on land; Full cost
accounting for value of wild fish
used as feed

Expansion

Coal Exports

Continue

Phase out but carefully – fossil
fuel exports major part of economy – maybe out in 10-20 years.

Yes

Coalbed
Methane

No. Not enough knowledge of
how to reinject process water

Shut it down.

Yes. Promoting

Offshore Oil
and Gas

No oil

Make moratorium in perpetuity.

Yes

Oil Tankers
(moratorium on
the coast)

No oil or (maybe)
condensates; Liquid Natural
Gas different, but there are
no jobs for BC in it. Not in
Georgia Strait.

No LNG on Texada; No northern
pipeline; Save natural gas for
BC’s use in face of peak oil and
peak gas

In favour of tankers

Automobile
Alternatives

The Green Bond: $ 3.5 billion
for fast bus and light rail,
Vancouver and Victoria

Invest in transit; Tie in to
compact communities; 30 year
transition to electric car; Change
need for use of automobile.

Some money to public
transit but cuts in
recent budget; Olympic
“hydrogen highway”

Ground Water

Standing Committee for
Environment to evaluate
water; Watershed Reserves;
Evaluate economic activity in
watersheds

Support preservation of
watersheds; Provincial pesticide
reduction

Legislation promised in
2011

Environmental
Assessment

Needs cumulative impact;
Experts should feel free
to recommend no; Needs
to be strengthened, more
comprehensive and expedited.

Mandate EA on all actions that
have impacts; Watershed based
for cumulative; Use as a filter
for all activity; Inclusive of local
govt, FN and public.

Partially Disabled,
weakened since 2001

Watershed Sentinel
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Free Trade with Colombia - Who Benefits?
Colombia is the world’s most dangerous place to be a trade unionist

By Dawn Paley
Originally published in Edmonton’s Vue Weekly, www.vueweekly.com
When Minister of International
Trade Stockwell Day signed the Canada-Colombia Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) in Peru on November 21, it was
a happy day for Canada’s oil and gas
sector, but the deal was promoted instead as a landmark for human rights
and democracy in Colombia.
“Deepening both economic and
political engagement between our
countries is the best way Canadians
can support the citizens of Colombia
in their efforts to create a safer and
more prosperous democracy,” said
Prime Minister Stephen Harper at the
signing ceremony.
The Canada-Colombia FTA was
negotiated in secret, and the texts of
the deal have yet to be made available
to the public.
As Day’s pen slid across paper in
Peru, a massive mobilization of popular movements had taken over the central plaza in Colombia’s capital. The
protests in Bogotá were the culmination of over six weeks of demonstrations across the country, known as a
Minga, spearheaded by indigenous
peoples.
Crystal clear among the demands
of the tens of thousands mobilizing in
Bogotá was the immediate end to all
Free Trade Agreements and the economic system these deals represent.
“Free Trade Agreements are never for the benefit of the people,” says
Rafael Coicué, a Nasa leader from
Cauca, in southwest Colombia, who
participated in the Minga. “These
agreements are shaped by economic
interests at the cost of life and sovereignty.”
Both the US and Canadian governments have now signed the FTA
Watershed Sentinel

agreement, but neither one has yet
ratified the deal.
According to Foreign Affairs
Canada, bilateral trade with Colombia
in 2007 totaled $1.14 billion, making it
the fourth most important destination
for Canadian trade in Latin America.
Along with select exporters, Canada’s
extractive industries are among the
sectors that could cash in on a free
trade agreement with Colombia.
Enbridge Pipeline Share
More than 20 oil and gas companies from Alberta are currently active
in Colombia, including Nexen, Enbridge and Petrominerales.
Enbridge owns 24.7 per cent of
Oleoducto Central SA (OCENSA),
the company that controls the largest pipeline system in Colombia. The
outstanding portion of OCENSA is
owned by Ecopetrol (Colombia’s national oil company), TOTAL, BP and
Triton Pipeline Colombia. Enbridge
has been involved in the project since
1994, and today is responsible for
operations along Colombia’s largest
pipeline.
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Enbridge runs a Corporate Social
Responsibility campaign, but according to the company’s own power point
presentation, they’re “prepared for
some NGO questioning,” relating to
their operations in Colombia.
There are 17 military bases and
more than 1400 soldiers, airmen and
marines stationed near the 820 km
long pipeline. Enbridge claims that
the constitution of Colombia requires
them to have military personnel
guarding their operations. Colombia’s
military has recently come under international scrutiny because of the
“false positives” scandal, where civilians killed by the army were dressed
up to appear like guerrillas.
In 1998, the OCENSA pipeline
was bombed by the National Liberation Army (ELN), a guerrilla group
active in Colombia’s northeast. Seventy-one people were killed and many
hundreds were wounded in the blast.
Amnesty International condemned the blasts as a “flagrant violation of international humanitarian
law,” and later revealed OCENSA was
transferring arms to the XIV Brigade
of the Colombian army, as well as employing a private security company
whose operations aggravated the human rights situation for civilians living in the area near the pipeline.
“The relation with Israeli private
security companies is potentially of
concern given that in the past such
companies have provided mercenaries, of Israeli and British and German
nationality, to train paramilitary organizations operating under the control of the XIV Brigade,” said Amnesty International.
Paramilitary activity along the
OCENSA pipeline led to an eventual
payout of victims by BP, which was
then operating the pipeline. BP now
carries out oil production and exploMarch-April 2009
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ration in Colombia, and maintains a
smaller stake in the OCENSA pipeline.
Nexen, for its part, has a nonoperational stake in oil production
in Colombia. “It is not a focus area
for us and we have about eight to
ten people in the country,” wrote
Carla Yuill, Nexen’s Manager of
Corporate Communications, in an
email to Vue.
John Wright is the president and
CEO of Petrobank, which has operations spanning BC (locally opposed coalbed methane near Princeton), Alberta and Saskatchewan, and
Petrominerales, which produces oil
in the Llanos area of Colombia. Their
operations net about 20,000 barrels
daily and employ upwards of 130 people, plus contractors.
Wright has been working in Colombia since 1992, and he’s yet to
come across any of the problems others have experienced in Colombia.
“You find you’ll have exactly the
same security issues you’d have in
parts of Miami, or certainly in places
like Caracas, or probably in a place
like Lagos,” he says.
The day before Wright talked to
Vue, 10 people were kidnapped by
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) in Meta, one of the
departments where Petrominerales
is active. Nonetheless, according to
Wright, “It’s very calm where we are.”
As Clean as Alberta
“Colombia is one of the most
transparent places on earth to do business, it’s as clean as Alberta when
it comes to the oil industry,” says
Wright.
“We’re huge supporters of [the
Canada-Colombia Free Trade Agreement]. I think Canada has an enormous role to play, we can show the
world how you can do things with rational regulations, rational oversight
Watershed Sentinel

and transparent business practices,
and Colombia fits into that mould,”
Wright told Vue.
However not everyone agrees
with Wright’s perspective. Gustavo
Triana, the second vice-president of
the Colombian United Workers Federation and a former Secretary of the
Energy & Mining Sector, says that,
in relation to the oil and gas sector
in Colombia, “What the Free Trade
Agreements do is…stipulate that the
services and engineering that is today done by [Colombian] nationals
will be instead done by foreigners, by
bringing in firms and technicians that
displace ours, and removing national
control mechanisms.”
Resistance to the FTA goes beyond popular movements and trade
unionists in Colombia. After months
of hearings on the agreement, the Canadian Standing Committee on International Trade issued its report, in
which it recommended an FTA with
Colombia not be signed.
“The Committee recommends
that the Government of Canada maintain close ties with Colombia without
signing a free trade agreement until
…the Colombian government shows
a more constructive attitude to human
rights groups in the country,” reads
the report.
Workers Beware
Among the strongest voices of
opposition against free trade agreement in North America are labour, especially the AFL-CIO in the US, and
the Canadian Labour Congress north
29

of the border.
Colombia is the world’s most
dangerous place to be a trade unionist. Since 1996, Colombia’s National Trade Union School (ENS)
has recorded the assassinations of
2,690 trade unionists. According to
Triana, these numbers include 135
workers in the oil and gas sector.
ENS numbers for 2008 show that
last year, 46 trade union members
were assassinated, 157 were threatened, 15 were arbitrarily detained, 13
taken hostage and four were “disappeared.”
In addition to being a dangerous
place for trade unionists, Colombia is
home to a growing population of over
four million internally displaced people, and plays host to irregular armed
groups ranging from the FARC and
ELN to paramilitary groups. Colombia is the hemisphere’s largest recipient of “aid” money from United States
through Plan Colombia, most of which
goes towards military spending.
“It is not true that terror is an enemy of development of capital in Colombia, in fact, the opposite is true:
there is terror so that transnational
corporate and Canadian capital can
develop their interests, because terror creates cheap access to the means
of exploitation and production,” says
Manuel Rozental, a Colombian surgeon who has lived in Canada.
It is expected that the CanadaColombia Free Trade Agreement will
be tabled in Parliament before the
spring. Whether or not Liberal Leader
Michael Ignatieff will direct the Liberals to vote against the deal is unknown.
t
Dawn Paley is a contributing editor with the Dominion, a grassroots
national newspaper. She visited Colombia in December 2008 with support from the Canadian Labour Congress and the Public Service Alliance
of Canada.
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SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL

By Carrie Saxifrage
As I made my way through the
crowded, dirty Los Angeles bus station, among cloth-swathed African
women, older Mexican men in cowboy boots and hats, young guys with
pants hanging on their thighs, black
people in nice coats, and tough looking Mexican women with children, I
noticed that of the 200 people there,
four were white, and no one else was
wearing a long organic cotton sweatshirt with fashionable, star trekky
zippers. I looked for food, even
though I had lots of salmon jerky and
dried fruit from home. Buying food
was something to do. In a whole store
of food, the only thing that wasn’t
sugared or fried was reconstituted
orange juice. I bought it, wondering
how people survive out here in the
main world.
The first leg of my journey to
Mexico by bus had taken 23 hours,
from Portland, Oregon to Los Angeles, California. There had been
one unscheduled transfer. In LA, my
big purple duffle was not among the
bags coming off this second bus. I
searched in the vast warehouse of
abandoned luggage. Not there, either.
We’d arrived in Los Angeles
three hours late, so I’d missed my
connection to Phoenix. When I
reached the front of a long line of
people, a man in a stained uniform
told me that two Phoenix buses had
just left and the next one would leave
in three hours. He suggested that I
get in line right away, because seating
would be first come, first served.
Watershed Sentinel

After an hour, I went to the door
the man had directed me to. The sign
above flashed several place names
in red lights, but not “Phoenix.” The
line behind me grew. I put my day
pack on the floor and perched on
it, reading. After awhile I asked an
obese woman to watch it (bus etiquette allows one to hold a place in
line with belongings) while I went to
call my partner on the credit card pay
phone. I dialed the number several
times before I got a ring. When the
ring stopped, there was silence on
the other end, no voice, no answering machine. I spoke, in case anyone
could hear my words on that other
planet, home. “I’m in LA waiting
three hours for the next bus and my
luggage is lost.”
“I’m okay though.” My voice
trailed off. “I love you. Bye.”
In a whole store of food, the only
thing that wasn’t sugared or fried
was reconstituted orange juice.

I wondered if it had been such a
good idea to leave my loving family
and beautiful home to be at the mercy
of a bewildering bus system, relying
on the civility of strangers who might
have every reason to resent me.
To buck myself up, I reminded
myself why I chose to travel this way.
Everyone in this bus station, including the woman behind me in line
with three young kids who bragged
about her pregnant thirteen year old
daughter, represent my carbon ideal.
In spite of appearances, and unlike
my extended family and friends, their
travel does not emit tonnes of carbon
with every trip.
I considered the English study
that identified the link between afflu30

ence, education and environmental
awareness. The study calculated the
carbon footprints of wealthy people
and then compared it with the footprints of people with lower income
and education levels. Even though
the wealthier subjects were much
more likely to identify themselves as
enthusiastically green, and to recycle,
compost and use power-saving light
bulbs, their carbon footprints were
much larger than the less aware, less
affluent group.
Another study found that the
wealthiest eight percent of the population emits half of the world’s carbon. Presumably flying accounts for
a substantial portion of this.
If each person immediately limits their emissions to three, maybe
four, tonnes of carbon per person, we
may prevent the terrible destruction
we face from climate change. Yet as
a group, affluent, educated people
with environmental awareness ignore
the fact that their high-carbon luxury
can’t continue. They can either live
in comfort, drive efficient cars, heat
their houses, and buy what they need
as well as some luxuries and stay
within this limit, or they can fly from
Vancouver to Paris, emitting over
five tonnes in a few hours. But they
can’t do both.
My fellow travelers in the bus
station weren’t flying. They weren’t
even driving their own car. They
were sharing a low-carbon ride.
No doubt they have fewer
choices and many would choose high
carbon flight if their personal circumstances were different. But they
don’t fly and, with climate change,
it’s physical impacts that matter, not
good intentions.
In North America, a bus with
March-April 2009
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twenty people on it beats all other
forms of transportation for carbon
emissions, with the exception of a
full Toyota Prius. Individual carbon
emissions for bus riders are oneeighth to one-sixteenth of individual
greenhouse gas emissions for a flight
of the same distance. North American trains emit about twice as much
carbon as busss. (See saxifrages.org/
eco/ for chart.)
Many people who fly feel they
have no alternative because of limited time.
This winter, I had time. Even
though I’ve given up the high-carbon
damage of travel by flying, I haven’t
given up travel. I wanted to figure out
the alternatives. I wanted to take a
longer, slower trip like days gone by.
I wanted to spend a month in Mexico
learning Spanish.

everything a bus station should be:
huge and airy, with metal ceilings
and stone floors. A man carefully
traverses those floors with a giant
mop, hour after hour, keeping things
tidy. Eight bus company booths line
the wall, much more like an airport
than a Greyhound station.
After traveling for 72 hours,
including a recovery night in Phoenix, I was ready to experience one of
Mexico’s fanciest buses. The Turistar
counter bragged, “Only twenty three
seats,” so I bought my ticket to Guadalajara there, even though it was going to ding my carbon record.
At the bus door, a young woman
handed me a water bottle and a sandwich: Wonder Bread and American
cheese with, thank heavens, a jalapeno plunked in the centre. My seat
was right below a blaring TV screen.

But taking the bus to Mexico
was proving to be no picnic.
Fortunately, my duffel showed
up in Phoenix. Also, the Phoenix
bus station was much nicer than the
station in LA. But it wasn’t until I
crossed the border into Mexico that
the bus experience entirely changed.
I suspect Mexicans in Mexico
wouldn’t tolerate Greyhound’s dirty,
overcrowded buses with broken TVs.
Our new bus had fewer seats, much
more legroom and was very clean.
Also, the TVs worked and showed
really good movies.
Once past the border, the passengers relaxed. They expanded and
began to enjoy themselves. It was as
if the border transformed us from bus
scum into middle class, even well-todo, travelers.
Most people in Mexico use buses
to travel long distances. And the bus
system shows it. There are numerous
companies competing for customers
with nice buses, frequent departure
times and efficient, friendly service.
The Chihuahua bus station is

Even though I’ve given up the
high-carbon damage of travel by
flying, I haven’t given up travel.
But taking the bus to Mexico
was proving to be no picnic.
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Eventually, the driver turned the
movie off and everyone moved their
seats back to sleep. A cushiony slab
folded down from the seat in front of
me to support my lower legs and we
all had little pillows. It was comfy. I
covered myself with my sarong, settled the little pillow under my head
and fell asleep.
This bus stopped only once, for
ten minutes, on the 12 hour ride to
Guadalajara. I’d avoided bus bathrooms up until now by dehydrating
myself. But I had to use it on this bus.
It was fine. I started drinking water
again.
I spent a couple of nights in
Guadalajara before getting on my last
bus, to San Patricio Melaque, a town
five and half hours west of Guadalajara and about two hours south of
Puerto Vallarta.
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For Comfort On a Bus Trip

• Small pillow – some companies provide
them, some don’t. It’s key to comfortable
travel.
• Sarong – to put over yourself and your
things. I felt more comfortable sleeping
covered.
• Water and snacks – sometimes provided, but not always to my taste.
• Currency – there’s no money exchange
in bus stations.
• Small change – in Mexico, the washrooms cost 3 pesos. First class buses
have washrooms, second class ones do
not, but they have well timed breaks.
• Aspirin – in case you get stiff.
Recommended: Larpman’´s Guide to
Mexico
http://www.larpman.com

This bus was a Primera Plus,
with 36 seats, ample legroom and a
few little pillows scattered about. It
powered past fields of sugar cane and
pastures where cows and horses rambled. It sped under brightly painted
arches in pretty little towns. Bushes
gave way to skinny trees and flatland
molded into hills and valleys. The
driver’s mix of touching movies and
sentimentally beautiful music gave
me, to my embarrassment, several
rounds of weeping. Rows of blue agave plants shot past like linear bursts
of silvery blue stars. I could understand the conversation of the men in
the seat ahead of me. One called me
pretty. The other said I couldn’t understand a word of Spanish.
I felt immersed in comfort and
adventure. I didn’t feel as if I was
going somewhere. I felt as if I had
arrived. I was “On the Bus,” and it
was great.
I arrived at my destination six
days after leaving home, including
three layover days. I never got that
sense of displacement that flying
brings, of being abruptly dropped
into a different climate and culture. I
know exactly what lies between here
and home, because I have covered the
ground.
t
Carrie Saxifrage is an administrator at Linnaea School on Cortes
Island, BC.
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by Susan MacVittie

S

pring is a time when many homeowners are inspired to clean, purge and
remodel. But before making a stop for supplies
at your local hardware store, think of your renovation as
another opportunity to go green.
Buildings are responsible for 40% of worldwide energy
flow and material use, so how you remodel can make a difference.
Going green can also save your pocket book. Effective January 27, any Canadian who spends money on home
renovations will be eligible to receive up to $1,350 in tax
relief through the Home Renovation Tax Credit (HRTC).
Becoming energy efficient can be as simple as replacing your incandescent bulbs with compact fluorescent light
bulbs (CFLs) to plugging leaks in your home’s insulation.
There are a number of ways you can make your house
green without hiring a designer or architect. The reality is
we must first minimize our consumption, change that pesky leaky window, and fix that dripping shower faucet if we
want renewable energy to fully support our needs. The cost
of installing solar panels on your roof is much lower when
you only need to install half as many to meet the needs of
your more efficient lifestyle.
Creating an eco-friendly living space also benefits our
collective home – the earth.

Small is beautiful. The size of your remodel will determine the resources to build it and the
energy to maintain comfort for many years in the future.
Plan multi-use spaces to maximize efficiency and functionality.
Focus on energy. Energy generation pollutes and
contributes to global warming. Additionally, inefficient
homes are costly. Buy energy-efficient appliances.
Use the sun. The sun provides free and plentiful
energy in the form of daylight and heat. Use windows
well, use direct solar for energy or heating water, and buy
renewable power.
Reduce waste. Implement a plan to eliminate construction waste, and recycle any waste you create.
Buy local. Support businesses and jobs, keep dollars in the community, and help create a market for sustainable building.
Use green materials. Buy wood from sustainably managed forests or use wood alternatives like bamboo whenever possible.
Durability rules. Select products and materials
that are durable and low maintenance. You will save in
the long run.
Reuse. Whenever you reuse building materials, you
eliminate the need to extract and process more stuff.
Get the whole story. A product’s lifecycle tells
the whole story from extraction to end of life. Ask.
Avoid toxics. Using safe, healthy materials helps
protect your family and your community. Choose low- or
zero-VOC (volatile organic compound) paints over standard paints to improve the air quality in your home.
Gather rain. Install rain barrels or a cistern for irrigation water.
Make it beautiful. We take care of the things we love.

Resources

A multitude of resources and links
to iincentives including the Home Renovation Tax Credit, www.ecoaction.
gc.ca/ecoenergy-ecoenergie/indexeng.cfm
Green Building Resources 101 offers grants and incentives, fact sheets
and how to guides, (www.sustainablebuildingcentre.com) including Designing and Building a Sustainable Home
– a comprehensive guide from the City
Of Portland, Oregon
Living Green on Cortes Island: Building Your Home,
www.watershedsentinel.ca
Live Green Now – resource for green building and
renovation, www.livegreennow.ca
Home Performance offers a list of rebates available
in BC and other provinces, www.homeperformance.com
Solar BC provides incentives and information on solar hot water system, www.solarbc.ca
Watershed Sentinel

—Adapted from Designing and Building a Sustainable Home, City of Portland, Oregon, 2005
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Wireless: Popular, Convenient, and Hazardous to Your Health

Wireless:
Popular,
Convenient,
and Hazardous
to Your Health

Wireless: Popular,
Convenient,

A 2008 presentation
by Dr. George Carlo,
a world authority on
electromagnetic radiation.
$15 or free with HANS
membership

and Hazardous
to Your Health

HANS is a membershipbased educational charity.
www.hans.org 604.435.0512
with Dr. George Carlo

“This information is VITAL for all cell phone users.”

People

Protecting Places

“We donated a piece of our land to the land trust.
It let us protect the wildlife that has been so
special to our whole family.”
“By setting aside this trail and meadow,
now everybody can enjoy it.”
“Working with a land trust is such
a great way to put conservation
into practice”

There are many ways to leave a lasting legacy...

www.mybclegacy.ca 250-538-0112
BC’s Land Trusts work throughout the province,
with many partners, all levels of government,
other agencies, businesses, community groups
and individuals.
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Get the Watershed Sentinel Delivered!
News & views for a sustainable future since 1991.
____ 1 year (5 issues) $25 (US $35) (International $45)
____ 2 years $40 (US $50)

___ This is a Gift - Send an Announcement

____ New! Electronic only subscription $15 a year
____ Watershed Sentinel Donation q $50 q $100 q $200 Other $____ Monthly $____
q VISA q Mastercard Card Number ________________________ Expiry: ___/___
Total Enclosed _______ Payable to Watershed Sentinel Thank you very much!
For a tax-deductible receipt available ONLY for donations, make your cheque out to FOCI
YOUR NAME: ___________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________
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